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Vol.V.

E. N. CARVER,

& PROP'R.

EDITOR

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
-The

weather

is quite sudden.

-J.
W. Thompson
went to Phillips,
Tuesdar,
~Nice sliding on the crust Wednesday
morning.
-Rev. Mr. Ventres is moving his family to Peru.
-Several
flocks of wild geese passed
over Monday.
-Remember
the school meeting
Friday evening.
-A little daughter
quite seriously ill.
-Mr.
granted

llext

of H. II. Burbank

II-enry Milliner
a pension.

is

of Peru, has been

-Miss
H. Louise Ellis
from her lung trouble.

is recovering

-Look
out for the young
that are buried in snow.

fruit trees

-Edwin
R. Wright of Weld, has received an increase of pension.
-M1·. H. P. Knight will preach
Baptist church next Sabbath.

at the

is very little if any frost in the
I

20 long handled dippers for $r.oo at Boston 5 ct. Store.

OUR

NEIGHBORS.

-----•--

Soon will grow fragrant flowers o'er one that is dend,
Where sleeps the loved form in a low narro"-v bed.
I'll wait 'till the storms of this lite arc past'Till sorrow and weeping no longer can IastThen join the blest spirit where no chilly winds blow,
An<l the heart can no sorrow nor anguish e'er know.

-J n compliance with the interstate commerce law our railroad has cancelled all
-The
"bare spots" in the roads are special passenger, freight and express tarE. P. K.
iffs, and posted notices of its present
about four feet unde1· the snow.
Carthage.
Local rates are
-S@me of the new crop of maple sweet through passenger rates.
A. W. Green, Carrie and Eva Adams,
not affected, and through rates are but
has found its way into market.
Flora and Jennie Maxwell, are attending
sHghtly changed.
-Miss Minnie Parsons of So. Paris, is
the Normal school at Farmington.
New lot of Rice, better than ever-10
visiting her sister, Mrs. Arthur Allen.
There are quite a number on our sick
lbs. for 50 cts. at Burbank's.
-A. S. Austin, Esq., Register of Pro-\V: M. Hayden, photographer,
has re- list, mostly sick with colds.
bate at Paris, was in town last Thursday.
The late storm of March delayed ,>ur
turned to Canton and opened his photo-The auction sale of goods saved from graph saloon to ·the public, for a very mail two days.
. the Canton House fire, has been pos.tpon- short time. Those wishing for photoAlbert Moulton and famil_v have moved
ed indefinitely.
•
graphs will do well to call at once, as he to No. Jay.
n. W. Beny has moved on to his farm.
-Mrs. A. A. Df,!ily returned
from Au- expects to close the business here SaturSamuel Clark has moved out of town.
burn Saturday, where she has been for day, April r6th, anJ will move his saloon
Everett Moulton and wife, and Frank
several months.
on the railroad.
-Mr. H. S. \Vorthley ot Bates college,
at Brown have gone to Boston.
E.
10 nice covered stew pans for $1.c,o
our late school teacher, was in town the Boston .5 ct. Store.
DIXFIELD.
first of the week.
-There
is considerable interest i.n fine
Can making will begin this week.
-Lucas
has put into his machine shop poultry breeding manifested by some CanMrs. Sewell \.Vhite is reported lo be quite
another lathe for turning iron, larger than ton fanciers.
C. T. Bonney: Jr., advei·- sick.
any he had before.
tises Wyandotte and Plym@uth Rock eggs
Peter Barrett i> back again at his old sta-Mr. Cleon Ose-ood and -..ife, of Hart- for hatching.
He has some fine stock tion, clerking for Frank Stanley.
He has
~
h
f
C
ford, were visiting at Conductor Osgood's
pure ased 0 A. • Hawkins, LancaS t er, just closed a three months' course at Portthe first of the week.
Mass. I. B. Fuller also has Wyandotte
land Business College.
-Nathan
Reynolds is having his store eggs for sale. His stock was purchased of
Mr. W. E. Hutchinson of Canton, has
newly plastered inside, and otherwise im- Mrs. White of Dixfield, who gave a de- bought the old Abbott stand on Weld St.,
scription of the same in the TELEPHONE a of A. W. Smith. Price paid, $800. Smith
proved.
Dunn is doing th e work.
few weeks ago.
reserving the up stairs rent for one year
-Miss Maud Douglass returned home
Everybody buys Kirk's" White Russian"
in addition to the above price, in case he
from Montreal, Tuesday. where ,he has soap, 5 cts. cake at Reynolds' Drug Store. wishes to stop that length of time'.
been visiting for th e ra st four mon th s.
-Dr. Coolidge has a horse that is pracE. N. Carver, editor of the TELEPHONE,
-Mr. Lorenzo Irish. a young man well ticing for the circus ring.
He drove up was in town Friday.
known in this vicinity, has located in to the postoffice the other day and went in
W. L. Hall of Strong, was in town SatGeorgetown,
El Dorado Co., California.
for his mail. The horse started, and re- urday, looking for rent. Rents are sc~rce
-Towle's
orchestra played for a ball at gardless of commands and efforts to stop in our village this spring.
A. \.V. S.
PJ.lillips Tuesday evening, given at the him, disappeared over the hill to the westEa.stHebron.
close of dancing school taught by G. F. ward.
He went up the Bradford road,and
A smart rain is prevailing this morning.
Towle.
when near Hartford line struck out into
Mrs. Lydia E. Hodgdon had a very se-On another page will be found a strik- the field, making a .circle several rods in
ine: and instrnctive illustration of the corn- diamete1· around which he revolved about vere attack of neuralgia in the stomach
~
•
h
b
and is again very low.
parative worth of the various kinds ofbak- 20 tunes, t en came ack into the road and
Dea. Henry Bonney is failing vei·y fast.
ing powders now in the market.
returned to meet the doctor, who calmly He is sufiering from a complication of disgot into the sleigh and went on his way
-A severe snow storm prevailed Satur- rejoicing. .
eases, a nd his physicians
consider him
day, blocking many railroads in the southBest Raisins
in inarket,
'·California
near the end of this life. Bro. Bonney is
ern part of the State.
The R. F. & B. ex- Royal Cluster,"
one of our best citizens, a faithful chris15 cts. lb. at Burbank's.
tian, and will be a great loss to the church
perienced no diHiculty on its regular trips,
-The funeral services of Mr. Peter T. and community.
however.
Hathaway,
which occurred at the Free
-A. S. Hathaway, Esq., went to LewisThe F. B. society gave a box ,upper at
Baptist church last Thursday, were attendton on business Friday.
On 'account of
ed by a good delegation of the Masonic the Lodge hall, last Friday eve, the proceeds to pay for the taking care of the
Saturday's storm he was obliged to stop frate1:nity, and our citizens in general.
untjl Monday morniqg with his brother,
Rev. II. C. Mun~on conducted the services, church the past year, and cleared nearly
A.G. Hathaway, at East Auburn.
assisted by Rev. Franklin
Blake. The oeven dollars.
The Rev. C. T. Keen has accepted a call
-The
Phillips
Phonograph
severely Masonic rites were impre$sively performt& the pastorate of the F. B. church at this
criticises the "Saturday ~ight Talks" oi" ed by Past Right Worthy District Deputy,
the Lewiston Journal, alleging that the Dura Bradford, and the singing was par- placc, the year to commence the first ot
last December.
K.
The
·writer thereof, in attempting
to be funny, ticularly appropriate and. excellent.
thanks of friends and relatives of the deEast Sumner.
does blaspheme against holy things.
ceased are extended to all who kindly ren"Stern Old Winter" fairly sot down in-Carroll
and Simmie Ellis, Fred Glines
dered and offered assistance, and e.,;pecialand Ora Hodge, are going to Dixfield to
ter the '·lap of Spring" on Saturday. Recly to the Masons who supplied watchers ords show that just 44 years ago to-day
make cans for Burnham & ~fol'l'ill's corn
and ga,·e other valuable services.
there was a severe snow storm in the State,
factory at that place. They have been efPhotographs
at Hayden's Saloon. Can- and at Portland the snow was said to be
ficiei,t workmen in the Canton factory.
ton, until Saturday night, April I 6th.
three to four feet deep. April 1+th was
-Mr. Will S. Mar!Jle of Dixfield, is now
A Bust:-sEss DooM-has
struck Eastern
the first day that the snow melted in the
travelling agent for the TELEPHOXR. All
roads.
Edwin Ho\vard states that twent_vfavors shown him on our account will be Oxford County, and if you want to keep five years ago, April 9th. an ox team in
posted on the progress of all these new enduly appreciated, and all business entrmthis vicinity loaded .vith hay, drove on the
terprises, and the railread
extension to
ed to him will be promptly attended to.
crust across fields and pastures regardless
Rumford Falls, with the consequent deof fences, and on the last day of April peo-Mr. E. Ilarlow and wite, who have
velopments at that place, you can do rn by
ple went in sleighs to attend the funeral
been in charge ~f the boarding house at
reading the CANTON TELEPHONE. Samof David Warren.
EC:..says that he was
the Herdsdale Farm during the winter,
ple copy sent free to any address.
Try it.
married that spring and distinctly rememhave moYed back to their home in the vilbers
unusual
events.
lage. Superintendent
Vickery was much
10 nice new milk pans for $r.oo at Bospleased with their faithful servicei,.
Five more organs h,iye recently been
ton 5 ct. Stor~.

•No.14.

Subscription, $1,50 Per Year.
$1.25 if Paid in Advance.

set up in the plact:. \,V. J. \Vheeler fur
_:,- -=--=====-_....._nished four, and .kucknam's agent, llar-R. G. Dunn has gone to Watertown,
mon, ~ne. The place is well supplied
Bethel.
with Estey and Palace organs, both of
Mas,;., to work on a job of masonry.
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
which are admired.
-\Vm. Bailey has erected a new sign
The Assessors were around Saturday
The Ladies' Aid society met last Thursfor his livery stable, on which there is a
day P. M. with Mrs. E. P. Kimball. Busy listening to tales of poyerty.
racer, painted by A. W. Ellis.
PRIZE SPRING POETRY.
-E. L. Oldham and wife, and Merrick hands proved the occa8ion to be a profita"Uncle Morse,"
They have just
Piper and son, of Peru, started for Waver- ble one to the society.
The drummer,
purcl,ased an Estey organ for the Baptist
ly, Iowa, Tuesday morning.
Has a new horse
church.
Mrs. C. Caswell, who is a nice
This summer.
-Franklin
J. Rollins of Portland, and
SLOCUM.
player, made the occasion very pleasant All rights re.<erved.
J. W. Libby of Mechanic Fa)ls, were in by vocal and instrumental
music. The
town last Thursday, looking over the Den- next Circle will meet in two weeks with
All sizes and styles of pictures copied at
Mrs. Gertrude Cole.
Hayden ·s Photograph Saloon, Canton.
ison property at Gilbertville.
-A Canton man was in Lewiston SatHartford.
Rev. R. W. Vankirk from Theological
urday, and found wheels in common use. Seminary in Newton. Mass., has been ,·is"'Tis
only a pansy blossom," but we
When asked if there was any sleighing up iting friends here.
do not wish to enjoy ( ?) the deplorable
to Canton,
he replied,
'·Well, yes; we
Mrs. A. Chase, an aged lady of 87, is result of these snow drifts, so we have
can kee-p one runner on snow the most of vP-ry feeble.
sown the sec:ds to-day in boxes for we must
the way."
John Williamson who was 100 years old "be on time" and still willing to wait for
them to melt away. Our dahlias came
-D. S. Easter, the blacksmith
at Can- a few we~ks ago, is quite well.
condition,
minus the
ton Point. advertises skeleton wagons for
The fine appearance of the TELEPHONE out in excellent
sale. We understand he has finished :;ev- will tend to increase its circulation.
strings and labels, which we found had
heen used to furnish the nest of a misWe are glad the spriAg is here:era! in a very workmanlike manner, using
chievous mouse while Thomas and Miclget
the best material.
The weight is about 7c, The cold, chilling winds of winter are past,
were idling away their time in a warm
pounds each.
The angel of spring now greets ns at hist.
-There
ground.

-See new ad. by Bo st on 5 ct. st orn.
-C. Vv. \Valker advertises seed corn for
sale.
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dred years old. They were presented to
her by Ylrs. Tappan,
wife of Rev. D. D.
Tappan, several years ago. They previously belonged to Mrs. Tappan's
mother.
I think. One examining them would conclude that the styles of "ye olden time"
were not always such as would be most
comfortable.
The slippers were of white
silk and tied about the ankle with a ,ilken
cord. The heel which was not more than
an inch across on the bottom, was mad..with a part of the sole of wood covered
with white sheep skin, except the bottom
on which was a piece ef sole leather, and
was quite high. The toe tapered to a
point.
Mrs. R. had also a pair of shoes of
similar style with colored silk flowers, but
with larger heel.
A.

w.

The farm buildings of
S. Skofield on
the Solomon Foster farm at Weld, were
burned Tuesday morning at 3 o'clock, together with hay, grain, farming tools and
household furniture.
Loss $2,500; insured for $650.

How:SpiritMaterfalization
Tak~sPlae~.

A Syracuse, N. Y., correspondent of the
Boston Investigato1· gives "some laws b_v
which materialization
is accomplished,"
which, when fully µnderstood, will show
how easily and naturally ( ?) the thing is.
done:
H. A. Irish has sold out to his brother
"When a spirit desires to materialize, it
a nd gone to Mass. to tell Mrs. Irish th e invariably draws an aura or pensprit from
news.
the physical body of the medium in the
The school house at th e Centre is being cabinet.
If proper conditions are mainfurnished wi th improved seats, in place of tained, tire process goes on until about
the uncomfortable ones which have been
in use so long. Mr. John Oldham is agent. one-third of the medium has been absorbed by the spirit, when complete materialiSchool meeting in Nu. 4 next Mo nd ay zation occurs.
In this condition the maevening.
H. B. M.
terialized spirit can fearlessly go into the
Rumford Falls.
circle-in
a very dim light-and
manifest
You may consider that we have "shook,"
to those in the physical casket; after rs or
neighbor;
we have shook.
\Ve accept 20 minutes, if undisturbed, the spirit gradthat invitation, Slocum.
You may begin ually dematerializes, passing back into the
to lay fat on the ribs of the old rooster prostrated form of the medium.
If, howabout this time.
ever, a light is flashed upon the scene at
H. D. Irish of Buckfield, and his much full materialization.
or the spirit is 'grabbetter half, paid us a visit the other day, bed' and lield by the strong arm of a seep and they actually staid all night.
The tic, the conditi@ns necessary to demateriweather was so promising that they con- alization are then destroyed, and the spirsidered it a sure sign of a storm and so it being unable to return to the medium,
they made haste to return.
H. D. is our at once dematerializes the lilalance of the
brother, and he was handsome, as a boy, medium and draws him out of the cabinet
in a gaseous condition ( ! !) , and then rebut we are gaining on him.
him in the grabbed spirit.
Glad to see "Dread's"
name again in materializes
takes place so quickthe TELEPHONE,
Feared that he had This transformation
ly
th:.t
the
'grabber'
is often deceived into
gone away mad, and was sulking somewhere.
II ave you anythin~ special to say the opinion that he grabbed the medium
about the weather?
What are you going instead of the spirit."
to do about it?
We are getting reduced to meadow hay
Horn.
and sca1·ce at that.
Jom,.
Andover-Mar.
25, to the wife of ]). F.
Duplicate
Photographs
furnished
at Adamson, a daughter.
short notice at Hayden's, Canton.
Died.
Weld-Mar.
27, Mrs. Geo. N. Coburn.
Wm. Russell is engaged on the town
farm for another year.
Our townspeople 'lre still moving.
Mr.
Hasy and family have moved on to the
\Vm. Russell farm at No. Hartford.

West

Sumner.

.1u::c1rried.

The concert at the close of singing
schoel, was given at the Baptist church
the 30th ult. It was pronounced
the best
entertainment
ever given here, which

Canton-March
30. by Hiram A. Ellis,·
Esq., Mr. S. V. Harlow and Miss Carrie
P. ~orse. bofo of Jay.
Turner-March
26, Mr. Edgar A. ~faybury and Miss Nettie A. Johnson, both of
shows what a thoroughly alive teacher can Turner.
do.
•
North Chesterville-Mar.
2, by Justus
Mr. and :\frs. G. \V. Heath returned
Webster, Esq., Mr. Corrie J. Young of Ja.v,
from their trip Saturday.
They report and Miss Etta I,,. Robinson of Chesterville.
Mass. as having been for the last month
Carthage-Mar.
29, by J. F. Libby, Esq.,
fully up to Maine in point of rough, disa- Mr. Everett 0. Moulton of Carthage. and
Mrs. Winnie Bradeen of Cambridge,Mass.
greeable1weather.
"Misery always likes Also, Hartson Moulton of Carthage,
and
company,"
tho' we would have stood Miss Cynthia Barrett of Weld.
•
ready to match
this winter in Maine
against the world, on snow, blow, and
blizzards.
"Reading rnaketh a full man."
The last regular meeting of the ChauSEND one dollar and receive a budget oC
tauqua circle was held with Miss Marietta
Stowe, 011 Sumner Hill.
The meeting sparkling miscellany that will drive away
Sixteen numoers
was unusually large and interesting,
al- the blues for a month.
though all are highly satisfactory
to its of that old household favorite, the WAVEKLEY MAGAZINE, for one dollar only.
members.
Single copies IO cents.
Prof. C. B. Stetson of Phillps Academy,
RATES OF SunSCRIPTIOK.-One
Copy,
Exeter, N. !--I.,was in town last week on
his ,·acation.
post-paid, 12 months. $4.00. Six months,
Alway$ in
.M:r. and Mrs. llorne, after a four weeks' $2.00. Three months, $r.oo.
advance.
vacation, return to Topsham, the last of
Address
\VAVERLEY
:MAGAZIN~;,
the pre&ent week.
Lock Box 172. Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Geo. M. Small of Limington, is
Kewsdeal~rs supplied by the American
stopping at the hotel with her husband.
Miss Marcella Heald, who has been very New~ Company, 41 Chambers St., N. Y.;
News Company,
14
sick with pneumonia, is improving, as are or, New England
Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
the Berry and Cushman children.

Waverley

REM.

Weld.
Mrs. Geo. K. Coburn died after a brief
illness, Sunday, March 27 .
As articles of curiosity your Cor. was
shown by Mrs. Jos. Russell a pair of dancing slippers, probably more than one hun-

Wood

Magazine.

Wanted.

Ten cords uf good merchantable
hard
wood wanted immildiately
at the '1'1,;u,:PHONE office. Seasoned or cr1•een. Market price allowed in excha~o-e for subscriptions.
Don't delay till t'oo late.
Nice Job Printing

done at this office.

THE BUOOKLYN

DIVIN.E'S
DAY SERl\ION.

PWLISBBD THURSDAYS, A'r

-NTON
wn

•

OXFORD CO

•,

ME

"Cheer
For
ened."
(Preached

SUN

heaven, earth and hell are after your immor,
tal spirit-oo.rth to cheat it, hell to destroy it 1
heaven to redeem it. Although you may bq
1
~h!,n;~ie; ,~ufJ~ 1 '!~8:e:
h~~ ~~~
bound if they saw you make one step heaven,
ward. So intricate and far reaching is this
web of sympathy that I could by one word
rouse a great many prayers in your behalf.
No~ne cares for your soul! Why, one. sign~

~!

Dish.cu.rtat Ran-

Snbject:

•

t,hc

sas City, l\Io,)
L 1'. CJ.RTER, J}dltor ancl Proprietor.
A physician, referring to the custom ot
traveling on sleeping cars with the berths
made up with their heads towards the
engine, said: "It is certainly bad for the
brain of the sleeper, as it is not natural,
and it. is no wonder that so many travelers, especially those who have been on
the road exclu.siv,ely, expmience bad ef-

CLIPPINGS FOR THE CURlOUS.

110
~o~~!tf!~~~~~\t~t1';:.
;::· ~~~
D.l>.1'A.L~LAGE'.
BEV.
"
l,
of this total indilf~rence all a.bout ,you in re,
gard to your soul, I have to tell you tha4

'THE TELEPHONE

TEXT: "No man cared for my soui."Psalms cxlii., 4.
David, the rubicund lad, had Lecom11 the
battle worn warrior. Three thousand arn,ed
men in pursuit of him, he had hidden in the
cave of Engedi, near the coast of the Dead
Sea. Utterly fagged out with the pursuit, as
you have often been worn out with the trials
of life, he sat down and cried out: "No mw1

~~~~i~1/~~~_ik;~ultt~!t~a~~
harbor should get ill distress, from the men of
war, and from the sloops, and from the
steamers the ilying paddles would pull to the
rescue. And if now you would lift one si.."Ilal
or dlstress all these voyagers of eternity
would bear <l,owntoward you and bring yo•1
relief. But no! you are like a ship on lire
e.t sea. They keep the hatches down,

cal~~~~rshli1M~~; through a hatchway,

~:es ~e?:~~

or

:~~J;~r
fues;:~~~lJ'~
o~~r~1s t~~ ~!p1~ :~f
~ H~b~:
who would come around and pick up your and I don't
0

SWi~ri::i=~~rh:~~~\¥;::•:
Bless the se.ilor's lonely pillow,
Fe.r, far e.t sea.
It was 5Udden conversion with him that
night. Oh, that it might be sudden conversion with you to-day! God can se.ve you in
one moment as well as he can in e. century.
Ju~d!naf~.ddWh~~~is~;~!~':ie~:r~~~i
God's spirit is infinite in speed. He comes
here with omnipotent power, and he is ready
here e.nd now, instantaneously and forever,
to save your soul. I believe that a multitude

I~;/~~~~~1~6:~l

11:,S
on!r~:fiedtha ~~

o;·~:~~r~~ ~rih~~~;~~

1

i~i~ge.1~!~\:0~~
families and your friends with
you.
They have heard in heaven already of
the step you are are about to take.
The
news has been cried along the golden streets
e.nd has rung out from the towers: ''A soul
saved! A soul saved!" But there is some
one here to-day who will reject this gospel.
He will stay out of the kingdom of God him~u~: ~eis~i;~~tfu3:illo~~!

E~t h~!~ttlir~.

:~n~

~t;e,

A l::lpringtield. (Mass.) man has d.1scov,
b
tt
11k
ere d w h a th as.ong een pre Y we
nown
-that
the real mission of the mosquito is
'f
TI'
,.._d t
h
h d fill d
to purl Y· 1.'a.e""' WO ogs ea s
e

t~p wiickf
~~:P/l.~T:;~
care which." Yonder is a in life, keep back his business partners-refuse
body and carry it to your home or to the ship of the White Star line pas5ing. Yonder to go into heaven himself and refuse to let
hospital. I saw a great crowd of pflople in one of the National line. Yonder one of the others g6 in.
the street, and I asked: \Vhat is tl,e matter'!'' bman line. But they know not there is anv
A young man, at the close of a religiom
and I found out that a poor laborin:s man had ca.J.am1~ynappenmg on thas one vessel. Oh! service, was asked to decide the matter of hill
fallen under sunstroke; and all our eyes were if the captain would only put his trumpet to soul'.s salvation. He said: '.'I. will not do it
filled with tears at the thought of his ill,;- his lip, and cry out: "Lowe,- your boats! to-rught.". Well, the Christian ~8:11kept
tracted wife and his desolate ,home.
Bear down this way! We are burning upl tal~ng with h)m, and be said: "I ~ns1st the.,~
We are all sympathetic with physical disas- Fire! Fire!" No. No. No signal is given. to-mYJht you either take God or reJect Hrm.

with water, and into one he put a lot of
wrigglers or embryo m@squitoes.
The
water free !from the wrigglers soon became foul, but that containin 0rr them remained sweet.
So he concludes
that
,
f
b
mosquitoes keep our swamps
rom ecominir foul and pestilent.

~~7u\~~~:~!~:ei1nrw;hKo!>~·.:g~tt::~
~h::tf:~~f~•
hwiiiith~::e~~u?fir
come to mid-lifewhohaveneveryet
been once the ship that hid its ca.lam.ity, or will it be
krsonally accosted about their eternal we!- the fault of the vessels that, passing on the
eanrcee.ofAhugrean"--etdsseormf
tohnouds~·
Pdspedwilinl
dt0 1.atsn,vanor~ki~
high seas, would have been glad to rarnish re~11
lief ifit hw. been only asked! In other words,
but if this world is e,·er to be brought to God my brother if you miss heaven it will be
it will be through little sermons preached to y-our own ta'uit.
~rivate Christians, to an audience of one.
No one cares for your soul! Why, in all the
vhfag~:~s
;~~r
~~~ed·kedin at y~~~ ages there have been men whose entire busi-

fects from=i=t=.
"========

There a'l\e local ·,aevcl0pments of co-operation throughout the country that are
interesting reading.
The great Cambria
iron w<0rks at .Johnstown, Penn., which
employs '6,500 persons, has decided to
make its "company ·store" a co-operative
concem.
It sells $1,000,000 a year in
goods.
The capital will be $200,000.
Holdings by any one person areJimited.
Dividends ca.nnot go above ten er cent.
Stockholders ha:v,e a first claim of six per
cent. 'Then all purchasers of $10 worth
of goods have three per cent. off; then
the stockholders, if there is still further
profit, may have their dividend raised to
ten per cent. .Above ten per cent. all
profit ,,go.es to customers in a rebate on
nurC'.hasP.11=========
.A.Chkago paper,states that Mrs. Hendricks, widow of ,the 1ate Vice-President,
continues te ibe ·annoyed and distressed
by the receipt of begging letters, the
writers <resorting to every conceivable excuse t0 induce ,a charitable contribution.
She i£ ,also b:eseiged with requests for
autographs 11:ndphotographs of the distinguished ,dead, .and with reference to
the former she ·says that-she has cut the
autographs from letter and papers at her
command which can be spared, and she
can .send no more. There are also demands up0n her for souvenirs of Mr.
Hendricks.
·Q,nite :recently, among the
oddest demands for charity which have
been :reoei¥ecl was -one frgm a woman professing to be the mothsr of triplets, who
wanted money with 'which to buy a cow.
The w0man said in the letter that President Cleveland had eontributed towaril.
this object, but he failed to send enough

A New York correspondent
says that
"the most strikin_g evidence of Hebrew
progress may he witnessed on Eroad way,
which, within. the past fifteen years, has
undergone :a complete faansformation by
the tralil.sfor of the retail .trade to the uptown thoroughf.lu·es and ih.e .invasion by
Hebrew firms. Of the 400 buildings on
Bread way from Canal street to union
of ·nlmGst all are
sq uare the oecapants
Hebrews, over 1,000 wholesale firms out
of a total of 1,200 being ,of -that persuasion.
On the day of atorrement, when
t br h
t
nearly all of t h cse es a lfl men s are
closed, the street for the length of nearly
two miles presents a holiday appearance.
Tnahtees:!~~tst!:~:e:o!,

;~mg::!:~!r~~-~:~:

way within the territory named, which is
almost wholly devoted to the manufocture

of clothing-, cloaks, hats

and cnps,

laces, embroiacries,
millinery
goods,
furs, undergarments,
flowers and feathers, shirts, dry goods and fancy _goods,
and kindred brancbes of trade.
The reports ot the unauenger ex:pwnng
expedition form perhaps the most elaborate and expensive single work ever pulJlished by any government, the net cost to
Great Britain having oeen thus far about
$2G5, 000, an additional
$GO,000 having
been recovered from sales.
No less that
twenty-seven lnrge quarto volumes have
been issued, illustrated by about 200 full
page lithographic
plates, some eighty
d l
charts and diagrarus, and many h un rec
photographs
and wood-cuts.
At least
Seve n volumes more will be necessary, but
it is expected that the whole work will
be completed by M1trcb, 1888.
The famous expedition which has thrown so
-much light on the darkness of the deep
d
,sea, left England, it will be remembere ,
Uecember 21, 1872, and returned May 26,
h
80 000
18:7.6, after a voyage of more t an
'
miles,
The party, under Dr. Wyville
d •
d
d
ThoJ;B.!J_l£On,
made dre gmgs an sou~ inas .i.n,all the oceans, and seemed 11n"'
,
portant collections reprcsentmg a host of
,
, •
• ablllllrina
new disco~enes concermn,,,
su
life and conditions.
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hearing, half of smiles and half of tears-the
~~!i~f~ it°t~rto;r~he;~~i~~i:~:k:~
of trouble-the
anxious look of some one
across a church aisle while an earnest sermon
be'
h d
• toth Kit
ro~ ot&J~eaBu~ th;;:nJ[~~reds
eof ~[
ple in this house who will take the word that
David used in the past tense, and employ it
in the present tense, and cry out: "No man
<lal'esfor my soul."
.
You feel as you go out day by day in the
tug and jostle of life that it is every man for
"'uiiself. You can endure the pressure of
.:ommercial affairs, and would consider it almost impertinent for any one to ask you
whether you are making or losing money.
But there have been times when you would
have drawn your check for thousands of dol:~rs p~~1:~d~~\~~r
:i~t~~l
~b~~i
your higher destiny that ache, and distract,
and agonize you at times. Let no one suppose that because you are busy all day with
hardware, or drygoods, or groceries, or grain,
that your thoughts are no longer than your
yard stick, and stop at the brass headed nails
of the store counter. When you speak once
about religious things you think 5,000 times.
They call you a worldling.
You are not a
worldling.
Of course you are industrious
and keep bttSy, out you have had your eyes
~~edar~
r:,1}~6f. o~~~e
~[~~
than any one can tell. You know that a
f
y rs t ost ill ind
rthl
O
e~;ag~me!ts~ and "~ha;' you u.~
res[
dence in a distant sphere where all your
business adroitness would be a superfluity.
You sometimes think till your hee.d aches

~;f

!~t

~;::;;y~8t~~her~~~fi~n,;~!1~~~ot~\~!
matter's settled." On his wayhomeonhorseback he knew not that a_tree had fallen aslant
the road, and he was gorn~ at full spee?,, and
he struc~ the o~stacle !Ln~ dropped lifeless.
That mght his Christian mother heard
the riderless . horse. plunging . about _the
barn, and, mistrusting somethmg terrible
~as the hmatt:r, she ent ou~ e.n: ca~!a, to th;

~t!
~e:,

1
~~~~nd~~rna Chiisiri:n.

~e:tdi:;s~~~:/~ff~
~v!1i~tJ:~\!~:W~
P.()~He:;!
()h:
whom he had come to save, and Robert Mc- my son! my son! dead and not a Christi3:n.
Uheyne preached hhmelf to death by thirty ~~-'~G~~J\1;:;1'~!f1:;,ds~\.n~t!t~1;~!~
years of age, and John Bunyan was thrown
into a dungeon in Bedfordshire, and Jehudi
Ashman endured all the malarias of the African jungle; and there are hundreds and thousau ds of Chri st ian men and women now who
COLONELFRED GRANTresembles his father
are praying, toiling, preaching, living, dying, in his fondness for smoking.
tv save souls.
PRESTONH. LESLIE, Gevernor of MonNo onec:ares for your soul! Have you heard tana, used t-0 bee. ferryman.
how Christ feels R.hout itl T h-nn= ;• -••
only nve or six miles from Bethlehem to
SPEAKER CARLISLE is going to take his
Calvary, the birthplace and the deathplace
wjfe abroad for a summer jaunt.
of Christ; but who can tell how many miles
SMITH HIGGINS is the King of the dry
it was from the throne to the manger! How goods business of New York and worth $30,many miles down, how many miles back 000,000.
i:aa=~tlill
GENERALSHERIDANis to build a summer
1~ii;s
thrones facing his throne; his name the chorus ~~ecii:~
New Bedford, on tho Me.ssachuin every song and the inscription on every
banner; his landing place a cattle pen, malCHIEF GERONIMO,the captured Apache
odorolin1;1s
~ith udnwashedf brutes, and dogs ~~~.iFl:~ployed
at gardening at Fort
grnw g m an out o the stable. Born
of a weary mother wh0 had journeyed
THERE are only five ex-Governors of
eighty miles in severe unhealth that she Pennsylvania living: Pollock, Curtin, Hartn:iight find the right place fo~ the Lord's na- ranft, Hoyt and Pattison.
tivity-born\ not as_ other prmces, under the
GOVERNORBEAVER of Pennsylvania has
flash of a chandelier, but under a lantern a Sunday-school class in Harrisburg, which
swung by a rope to the roof of the barn.
In he instructs every Sunday.
~~i:;;:,1a;:iu';1r~es,t;~~ tr:e,vey[~ILete~t~
j MR JOHN A__. LOGAN,so~of thelatE;Gene:al
in Christ's mind
Sometimes traveling oi{ Logan, me.rued a short time ago Miss Edith
nule's back to escape old Herod's massacre, Andr ews, of Youngstown, Ohrn.
.
,sometimes attempting nervous sleep. on the
Mn. BLANEput an end _tothe talk a~ut _his
chilly hillside, sometimes earning his break- goillg to Europe by wntmg that h". is go~g
·fa.stby the carpentry of a plow. In Que.ran- to yisit his_ daughter, Mrs. Coppmger, m
tania the stones of the field, by their shape 1ndian Territory.
.
.
and color, looking like the loaves of bread,
A GLASGOW
merchant asked Queen V10~ne.

PROMINENTPEOPLE.

~t:

~t:~~!
ol~'ft:;

t~~:_
r~~;~!
J:!r h~~~t. wftht ~nct~!i !:i
treading the surf at Genessaret. Row led after

00

~veac~g; !n~ u~:;e ~~;~ th~h:mc ~fig:,~
Canadian cows, but she declined.

Ul~u~:~:i~g1:/~J~
:ed ~~utf~
ment, oblivious of the passing multitudes,
0

fo~ ;~J!rhf: tf~mb?i:\se~~~~hoe;~~t
~i
it is literal and how much is figurative law,
if Christ be God, if there is anything like retribution, if you are immortal, if a resur~;!io~ ~;v:;:i.tJ1~a:e~rf/\~1~iiu:i;
:~/';i~~rcITtJ~?
~~~1::te1:i~'::~e 1h :r~~~
fire with agitations of soul. Oh, this solitary

~i~

:~~t:1od~ftii~~~fi
th~~i~in ii~i~tt:~
people for ten years, and they have never
whispered one word of spiritual counsel. You
have passed up and down the aisles of
churches with men who knew that you had
no hope of heaven, and talked about the

v~~~~s~o:~~ng~h:~feR~Gt1f;e
~!~
cunious Duke of Teck, is so popular in England that she is called "The Queen of
Hearts."

0

Z~a~!t>dir~:xin:
:;cr ~:n~i:~!i
~ty~
whil_eothers shouted at th!'l sight of the shimmer1ng towers. All the time commg on and
coming on to save you. Indicted as being a

:;:~~~f

'~~rs~~~~ gti:r~n~~?;•

a~1%edin~t
w~o~~ b=~N~~~
of~~s:
h
~: ~ute eTthFlofg~tclspit 0 on, ~Ia pectb111 necticut Congregational Club, has been in this
in esiti;t
eart~n ai~s hea v:nro~~~
~ ~?t1~~y twenty years and is a naturalized

~f

1icll

r~c~~ ~~~t ~~pn~~ r:::t~~!l'~~~n~f
hood on the sharp spike of Calvary a journey
for you. Oh! how he cared for your soul!
By dolorous arithmetic add up the stable, the
wintry tempest, the midnie:ht damoncs.~. the
aostmence.of forty days from food, the brutal

~~;ewhoEx_-GO".ERNOR
MOSES,?f South qarolina,
is dyillg of consumption ill a prison hospita!, says the brea~g down (!f his health is
due to the use of_opium, to which he was for
many years addicted.
PROFESSORBONA.MIC~,
of the Roy-ai Naval

:b~Jte;v:~ittti;::~Iii~fthr~~~r~~:~hl~~
~t~~ed~1f\{~e h~~!!fsts off e~~~~ci· Eillrii:
you most wanted to heTr them s~k, viz., furies of hell charged with their bayonets, and
~;;.i:e{~~!it.fitsf!r;~ur
1t1!_~~
;~~~~~to say again th at no one cares for
not uttered it with your lips: "No man cares
A youu°g man might as well go off from
for my soul."
hom_eand give his father and mother no intiThere have been times when you were espe- mat10n as to wher!'l he has g{!ne, and, Cr(!SScially pliable on the great subject of re- mg tho seas, s1ttmg down m some fere1gn
ligion. It was so, for instance, after you had country, cold, sick and hungry and lonely,
lost your property. You had a great many sayin1r '•My fath~; and mother don't c~re
letters blowing you up for being unfortunate.
anythmg a?out me. Do not car{ an:y:t_hmg
You showed that there had been a concatena- about him. .Why? that fathers_ hau has
tion of circumstances and that your insol- tur:ned gray ~mce his son. went o~.. He has
th e fol eign po~,
;:t~
~~~o~~:r~i:y
h~~:11~ wri~ten to all ~e consulsDm
00
cents ou the dollar or:,Your life.:!Protest after ~~:fn;~~~;
at~~~nhimi :aen~!}~~o:e~\!~
protest tumbled in on your desk. Men who heart. She ha;, never smiled since he went
~:\t<'at:~i
~?i1~~ti;~n~~l~i:thyo~f Ol~h~h! :::iair~p:-~~f
/o't.~ii~1e fs~~r.vie~~
•h
~
0
:~ee;i;itor a~i:h~ h~::rar:~!f~~;t~sii!1;
~~t~~ 1!'.!ii~iu:~t1! t~~~g~~:;e~~\?:-'3l~
anxiety you go home and you shut the door, thought in the morning and the last at night.
and throw yourself on the sofa and you feel She says: "Oh, God, bring back my boy! I
in a state of despair. You wish that some must see him again before I die. Where is
1
E~e~;hl!t~:~
~\!r~~rtst;o~~~~
nol h:lal~~~n~g:~t1:e~?r~~ed~~,-

~1!';ti~
;ii

;,a.;,gi

,;;~~r

a~

r~i~:nt~~~~:~;~;;~~ :e:~~:

~o indicathng thd relative poJlition~. one
shig;; :~~~tE:pe::r
;~:n'sg
:iysi~~:i
states that the Kaiser's constitution is so
wonderfully good that it resembles a perfect
clock-work, which will only stop when run
down or when something extraordinary
happens.
PROFESSORSPENCERF. BAIRDis said to be
one of the hardest workers in the country,
Besides being Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution he is General Supervisor of the
National Museum and head of the Fish Commission of the Unit.ed Stat.es.
DR. JOSEPHPARKER,ofLondon,mentioned
c~~~ic~;t:i:~-~~f!6J'~?e=e~u~~
th
t Am •
h
df
th:rr~as
thee:\%':il~f1o~d
sl~la8:;
between the two, who in many ways resemble
ench other. Each had preached in the other's
pulpit.

~?i!i

~f

--·

It is said the most costly water

color
in the world is a work 10 1-2 by 14 1-2
by Meissonier,
illustrating
a horse
soldier on outpost duty.
It is valued at
$8700.
Spider silk offers little hope of a profitable industry.
A season's work of a
collector in India resulted in ten pounds
of spider's webs at a cost of abodt $16.
in Bombay.
.A.bout the latest is a glass- bottomed
boat, used, according to a correspondent of the Inter-Ocean, to gaze down
upon the beauties of the bottom of the
,en at Nassau.
ChnrlcsJohnson
of Griffin, Ga., say&
that he has a cat, that turned from jct
b!a~k to gray from grief ut being separated from his childrer,, to whom it was
greatly attached.
The name "Cradle of Liberty," as applied to F,mcuil
Ifall, was usecl by
James Otis in his dedicatory
speech,
17G4, after the Luild i ng had been reconstructetl,
nncl • subsequent
associations ra;sed this term to the dignity of
'l. prophecy.

.A. postman who died lately in Germany hnd received a pension fifty seven
years.
The amount was only alJout $9
per year, however.
He wns disablccl by
an acci,1cnt soon after cntcri,,g upon his
duties, I ut livccl to the age of ninety•
\hree years.
In 1713 Mr. Thomas
Brattlc
bequeathed to the Brnttlc-slrcet
Church,
Boston, two organs, !Jut the church refused to accept
the legacy, on the
ground
that
"they did not think it
proper to use the same in the public
worship of God."
Lemuel Cook of Clarendon,
N. Y.,
and William Hutchings
of York, Me.,
were the two last survivors of the Continental army, and by a singular coincidence these two venerable veterans, who
were born iu the snme year, 17G4, died
the same month, Mny, 18G6.
A New Orleans parrot was very much
annoyed by two doves that, as soon as
she steppecl out of her cage, rushed in
and nte up all the feed there.
One day,
after apparent profound
thought,
the
parrot stepped out of the cage, and then
turned and with great care shut the door
after her.
Tho squawk of triumph
she
theu gave showed that she knew that
she had done well.
Tools Usctl in China.
By direction of the late E1rl of Iddeslcigh 13 parcels containing
samples of
tools in common use by Chinese carpenters have been received by the Sheffield
Chamber of Commerce for exhibition before the manufacturers
and artisans of
the town, with a view to stimulate trade
with China,
The British Consul at
Swatow, by whom the goods were forwarded, says he has always noticeci in
the Chinese carper. tcr's tool box at least
one, if not more, old European plane
irons or chisels, in many instances worn
down a third of their original length.
This seems to him to indicate a preference for European steel, and that were
tools made of such steel obtainable at
anything like the market rate for Chinese
tools a large, trade might be the consequence, for the carpenter plays a very
important part in Chinese house building. Fine finish and polish were quite
unnecessary, the only requirements
being durability and chcapness.-[London
Times.

NEWSYGLEANINGS,

Mail Bag Keys,
Postmasters
are furnished by the de;~
bi~~ds ~iJJe~I;db~~m~g~i~t
~°ctu tiu a;~t1~
a:sr
io~t~~1;l
cal against you. All the past against you. because you will not even read the letters by
THE Cardiff Giant has been sold for $3Z
partment
with
the patent key to open
All the future against you. You make re· which he invit.es you to come back, while
Iow A is rapidly changing from a wheat
the mail bag. This key is attached to a
proachful outcry: "No man cares for my all heaven is waiting, and waiting, and wait- i::ltateto a d'1.iry State.
1
so~~:re was another occasion when all the
i~th!1?~ •~ r::rr:~in!
~~ji'; w!~a~:~ 1 ~~:s~;~_Pm:isexhibition of1B8S smnll steel chain gome five feet long,
which the directions
require
to be
=n~!.ourA
\~~~~hf :ruto~i~nsa;~~
~i~:et i~~~d tans;v;~1set~~ea;!s~~1r~~
IN rnme places in the Maine woods thesno½fastened to a screw attached to the bothousehold. Within three ordfour days the:-o since that son went away, and for years the is
~:'.!~~8;!i~:P·in
Florida that is
th
tht'i:'e ~IITage~ee! t1i~nt-ri~al t~f
were compressed sickness, ea • obseauies.
said to compare favorably with any from tom of the drnwer at the official table.
The 'drawer must be locked by a Yale
_You he~e so lonely th at '{OOpe~ple
train. and when he hears the whistle in tbe Jamaica.
1 cli~n~
~~- t ey g:ew~i~~ n~t;~~ hltled ';_,ft~ t~; distance he is thrilled with excitement, and AHMEDBENAill!AR, an Algerian who has lock and never opened except for official
domestic calamity.
A few formal, per!unc· ~~;:~~
t~ ~!iJ~~Y1~e
ht~:il~l~
just died, killed eighty lions and as many pan- purposes. In event of the kllJ to the
:;_r,.s"'g~'ftr~fyci~~::o~ ~h:egru;~:.,egu~nyt~~ gone clear out of sight again, and then he thers during his time.
bag breaking, the pieces, with the chain,
wanted some one to come and talk over the goes home, hastening back to the next train; r,erm:::Mi~~~tb~!~~;~
.!:Ih~n~
are to be gathered and forwarded to the
whole matter, and recite the alleviation~, and e.nd he will be at every train until th at son weighs nearly 110pounds.
decipher the lessons of the dark bereavement. comes back, unless the son waits until the
department at V{ashington in a regisNo one came. Many a tinie you could not f~tl(J1'd~edHad.h B~ oh, the}r~ter
patienci a i!~/Jgf~~~~
f~r t;~~~h~{~~~.s~: tered letter, when another will be de~he:J'~;~ 2 ~~p 0 :;~~k:~r~~t:¥d~~fr'i,~~i
~evenoyea.rs, ~ot ':;'inee;~a~~~~lig fg:· ri~e n~f the Jury awarded him £27.
livered.
The rule is imperative
that no
which were re-enacted all the scene of sicknes.~, you, twenty yea.rs, thirt.)_'years, f~rty YM;rs,
A WOMANnamed Corrigan, residing near
shall be allowed to
and parting, and dissolution. Oh, what days fiftyyears-wa,tmg,
cal!rng-wa1twg, call mg Dowra, County Leitrim, was delivered of four local locksmith
and nights they were! No man seemed to until nothing but ominpotent patience could children last month. '!'hey are all doing well. tamper with the broken key,
So well
'-ire for your soul.
have en:lured it. Oh, my brother, do not take . ALVIN CLARK'S bill for the great object
There was a11otbcr occasion when your th e sentiment of my text as your sen,t,ment. glass of the Lick telescope in California will made are these keys that they rarely ever
0
he.a.rt was very susce'ptible. There was a gren.t Wni'gel,td,
veacarsre
afgoor,
Ym.
ourmysmcilh.ui·cOhne
.nSaBbrboaotk~
beunabdsout
$51,000. The glass will weigh 450 get out of order, in which event the
1
a.wakening. The.re were hundreds of peop!e
J
00
nearest Postmaster
is· allowed to open
who pressed into the kingdom o[ God; some ~tf~i~~,d ~!~afS~~~~~ ~\ ~:v~j~~~o::
MISS.SP!NKERand Miss Bofd, two bright
the bag for the local until his new key
oftesthemacquha.intauces, somebbusinfess associ- off the sea." I said: "'\Vhen did you arrive!" youn_gla'.1iesfrom Ind1ana'()olis, have ~o:rn~
a ,yes,per aps,somamem erso yourown
Said he: "lcameintoportthisafternoon.
I apa1t~e1shipforthepractice
of medicilleill is furnished him.-[New
York Times.
1
!~~ly
~1s~fti;i~~p~r ~h~~n:~!t, 0;~~~~~ was in a great 'blow' off Cape Hatteras this that city.
tbey called at your store, lmt you were out on ~ w~ 0k, ~d £eJ~~~ghta,;haL I h~l'tt j in~~~i:Ec!?J~e~~1ll~'.
~~~~~::.i!~
Not Loaded for Bear.
~~~i~~~~ ar~!~i t~~~~~1
thought the ship would sink; but, sir, sensation by their enthusiasm in behalf of
"Any bear in this neighborhoodl"
he
1~~-se;rh~~
se 1t
J • dl
to you somehow I never very seriously thought about woman suffrage.
as he got off the train and
b; ac~de~~. ioui~,:'J~t; get it. ;_iihelifeboat my soul untitto-ni~ht:"
I said to him: "Do
THE Chinese Government is taking active inquired
of the Gospel swept through the surf and you feel that C.hr1st 1s able and w11!mg to steps for the improvement of its navy
leaned an $800 breech-loader carelessly
everybody seemed to i.et in lmt you. Evflry- save you!" "Oh, yes," ho replied, "I do." Cruisers have been ordered from Eno-Jish and in the hollow of his arm.
thing seemed to escape you. One touch of "½ell," I said, "now are you willing to come German firms.
"
'·The woods is full of 'em," said a
personal sympathy would have pushed you and be saved by HimT' "I am," he said.
FANNIERASCH,a New Orleans widow who
into the kingdom of God. When on commun- '''\V-ell, will~"
now, in th e prayer we are followed the occup'1.tionof a rao--picker was citizen.
0:1c of 'cm bit my brother's
1011clay your fr:euds went m, and your sons about to offer, give yourself to God for time found dead in her bed on Mond~y with $4400
leg
off yesterday.
Are ye loaded for
and daughters went mto the church, yon andetE:rnity!" "I will,"hesaid.
Then we concealedabouthershabbilyfurnishedro~m.
buried yont' face m your handkerchief a.no.knelt m pra>"er, hand] after we had got
RAYMONDFERGUSONof Ut1·ca Ind is· the b'ar, mister?''
sobbed· "Whyam I left out! Everybody
throughpraym~,
e tocl methat the great
_
,
,
.,
''No, sir," replied
the young man,
S<..>ems c:et saved but me. No inan ca.res for transf(!rmation __
nad taken place. I could nol father of .a baby that weio-ihsjust one pound.
soul ,,
doubt 1t. He 1s on the sea now. I do not ~ts arms_ar~ three mches ong; its legs four hastily boarding
the train; "I'm only
.m!i'carken to a.revelation I have to make. 11 know w~at othei: port he may gain or lose, mches; 1t is. well_ .for~ed and apparently
loaded for rabbits. "-fHaroer's
B·izar.
I but 1 think ho willg;mn t~ harbor of heaven.. healthy and bids frur to live Md grow.
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Layln«Ducks.

The ducks should be doing good ser•ice now, and if rightly fed they will
lay as many eggs as the hens. In feeding ducks do not give them too much
grain to -the exclusion of other foods.
Cooked turnips, with a small quantity
of ground meat added, and enough
groun_d oats and cornmeal to make the
mess palatable, will make a cheap meal
and answer all purposes, but if they are
laying well they should be fed three
times a day, beginning early in the
morning.
They usually lay early in the
day instcacl of at night, and come out
for feed long before the sun is up. They
must have animal food in some form or
they will not lay well.
Fat.tenlng
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Pre..-ent Sows Eating Their Pig•.
It frequc·ntly happens, as most swine

To

growers have learned from experience,
that sows, if left alone will devour their
young. Breeding sows should be made
as tame as possible by petting before the
farrowing Eeason. When this has not
been neglected, and the man who has
had the care of her is at hand at the
time of farrowing, the pigs can generally be saved by placing them to the
teat as they arc delivered, and keeping
the mother lying quietly by scratching
her gently.
After they have taken a
full meal the sow generally appears to
have much more affection for them.
It is said that the Germans pour a mixture of 15 grains of spirits of camphor
and two grains of tinctu c of opium
into one of the sow's cars when she
shows an inclination to eat her pigs. She
will then lie down upon the side receiving the mixture and remain iu a
quiet stupor for scvP.ral hours. Upon
recovering she generally appears amiable and will not molest her young.
.Another method practised in that country is to rub the pigs all over with
brandy as soon as delivered, and also applying the same to nose of the sow. The
latter might prove a costly experiment
in some sections of this country.
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Hlltchlni:

the Eg;~••

It is often the case that whc,1 a hen
has faithfully been on her nest for
three weeks, and done all that is possible to enable the eggs to produce
chicks, that her efforts are fruitless,
the eggs being worthless and infertile.
Now, what many would wish to know is
why the eggs did not hatch, especially
as the hen did all she was competent
to do. There arc a number of causes
that may be mentioned as likely to be
in the way, but at this season, when the
weather i~ cold, the difficulty is often
due to the males being frosted on the
combs. It may appear as an insignificant matter to have the tips of the
combs froz3n, but to the bird it is very
painful, as the tips frequently "rot" off.
This debilitates the male, ·and he w1ll
keep away from the hens until the injured member is healed auc1 he recovers
his strength.
If the hens are frosted
they will cease to lay until the combs
are healed.
Sometimes the cause of infertility may lie that the male is not in
full condition, or the hens may be very
fat. When hens lay soft-shell eggs the
chances arc that the eggs with the hard
shell, will not hatch, as the occasional
soft-Ehell eggs denote that the flock is
out of condition.
Do not put too many
hens with the male. and do not rely on
two males with a large flock, as they
will quarrel and interfere with each other
at every opportunity.
Fed
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Cows.

The farmer who owns a good milch
cow naturally desires to keep it for milk,
if not for breeding, as long as possible ..
It will even pay to cut feed and mix it
with meal for winter nfter her teeth arc
so far gone that she cannot masticate
harder material.
But when the end
comes it is often better to sell her for
what she will fetch than to fatten her.
The amount of valualile feed required t~
put flesh on the frame of an old cow if
given to a good milker would pay much
better.
The beef from old cows is not
of the best quality, though there is great
difference in this respect.
That is the
best which is fattened rapidly, and if it
Farm and
is desirable to fatten an old cow she
should be fed all she will eat. Good
A good farmer
cows are always voracious feeders and land in the spring
are less likely to suffer from indigestion
to crumble as your
than fattening heifers or steers.
it.
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when applied to an animal of strong di.
gestive powers. Thus in my own herd,
in which a careful record was kept of
the amount and character of the food
for a series of years, it was found that
while some cows could be fed eight
quarts daily of cottonseed meal for a
long period without
apparent injury
therefrom, yet the average feeding of
this
material
could
not
be
in
excess
of
two
quarts
daily,
with
other
food,
without
the appearance
in some animals of
ill results, and the feeding of four quarts
daily to the herd resulted, in the death
of two animals with the symptoms as described by o·ur correspondent.
['Refusal
to eat, standing with heads up and somewhat wild appearance.
This lasted for
twelve hours and then the animals dropped as if in a spasm, and from that time
until their death the pains were of the
most violent kind, struggling and throwi,ng their heads backward.']
The feed. ing of grain or of a highly nitrogenous
food is always dangerous when carried
to excess. Thus we nil know that if a
cow gets loose in the night and obtains
access to the grain bin injurious effects
are very likely to follow, and we never
think of calling the meal poisonous in
these cases. In like manner the overfeeding of cottonseed meal, on.c of the
most valuable foods for the dairyman to
use (not to abuse), is apt to be followed
by injury."

to Dt,ath.

Director E. Lewis Sturtevant
of the
New York State Experiment Station,
reporting as to the death of cows by
overfeeding-instead
of from poisoning,
as was suspected by the inquirer-recalls aa item of personal experience
which conveys a wholesale warning to
beginners on the farm:
"The constitutional character of cows differs greatly,
and the practice of feeding which may
be injudicious for the average cow may
be apparently not pro_~_~cti-!e of harm

Gllrden

Note■•

writes:
Don't plow
until it is dry encugh
plow passes through

A gill of linseed meal fed daily to each
cow or horse will keep the bowels in
good condition and greatly promote the
health.
There is nothing to prevent the farmer from experimenting.
In that way
he will learn more about his own farm
than can be taught him by others.

Extra

Liability

to Malarial

Infection.

Persons whose blood is tl:l!n, dige■t!on we&lt,
and liver slu11:gish,&reextra-liable to the atta~k• ot mala.l'ia.ldisease. The most triJlin,:
exposure may, under 1uch conditioJ11,infect a.
system which, if healthy, would re,ist the mi•
a.;matic ta·nt. '£he only way to secure immunity from malaria in localities where it is
prevalent, is t) tone and re"ulate tho system
IJy imp oving weakened di,ostion, enrichinc
0
t~11,.~-'t'J~~:~t~~''.inf;e~h~~~~1~
pliihed by nothing so effectively ea Hostetter·s
8toma.ehBitters, which lcnJ ext•erience has
proved to be the most rnliable s&teg1•ard
a.i;-a.!nst
tewr and ague and kindred disorders,
"" well as the beft remedy fer thom. Tile Bitter:; arP, moreover, an excellent invigorant of
the orl(ansof urination, and an active depurent, eliminating from the blood those acrid
!r,1purite; wll,ch ol'iginate rheumatic a.iJ-

!~t;;~i:.

tUenis

A Change for the Wor,e.
'l\,mpkins--1I11w nre you? o:,. say.
[ wi:t puy yr,u that bil: the next tim; I"
lllC t v,,u!
JcJhnsou---Y1111have been sayin::r thRt
for mont 1,·. .,i Jittic change would' suit
me bett~r.
Tompkins-Oh,
well, I'll try not to
•ntct you :1nv ,nnre. r--LifP.
0

Lot■

A Bn.ra:11ln In Corner

11 what most men desire, but to keep from tmine a grave in·a- cemetery lot ore hair your
i~~p~~;c~:;~ti:;li~•na~1:Jrcjeeif1s~o~i:.t~\?'i:
8
0
r1~':;a:X,~!~1~: ~~ t1~mr.,to;~t?~/
under Lne trea.tmont of this invaluable medl•
cine. It •urea "hen no1bing else wi!J. PossesIng, as It doea, ten times the v:rtue of the best
cod liver oil, It is not only the cheapest but far
the plel\Santest to take. It purifies and en·
riches tl:e blood, strengtuens tbe 15ystem, cures
blotr.h:,.._p,mple,, emptions ancl other humors.

~~~~t

B7 drug~1sls;.... _____

_

Our country Is bigger than Chin&. We
have 3,00 ,COO square miles, and Culna baa
only 2,000,0JO:.c•
_____
_
Young and middle-aged men suffering from
nervous debility, prcma.ture old age, loss ot
memory, and kindred symptoma, should send
10 cents in stamp, for illustrated treatise suggesting snre means ot ( ure. \,\' orld 'M D1spen·
eary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
Chautauqua. ls nn 'rnrllan word and said t~
rn,·nn n bag tied I· the middle. That 18
about the sh~p~Chautauqua
Lake.
"\York,

Work.

Workf"

How mnr1ywomen there a.re working to-day
say nothing of the thousanda of patient h"ueewlves
whose lives are an unceasing round of toilwho are martyr; to those complaints to which
the weaker sex is liable. Their tl\Sks are rendered doubly hard and irksome ana their lives
shorteaed, yet hard necessity compels them
to keep on. To such Dr. Pierce's --Favorite
Prescription" oll'cra a sure means or raliet.
For all female weaknesses it is a certa.!n cur.,
IJ.l drui.i'i•ts_•.
______
_
In various branches of industry-to

The Oft Told Story
"100 DosesOneDollar," 10 ottea told of tb.11 •.,;
cullar medicine, Hood's Sarsn.parllla, is not a catcJl
llne only,but ls absolutelytrue or and orlgtnalwitl&
this prei::aratlon i!and it ts as absolutely_true th.a&It
can honestly be'applled onl:r to Hood's Sarsaparilla.
which la the Yery best spring medicine and blood
purifier.
Now, reader, prove it. Take a bott.19
bome and measure its contents. You will ftnd It to
bold 1oa teaspoonCuls.Now read the dlrectlOJll~
and you will findthat the I\Verage dose tor dltreren,
ages ts less than a teaspoon!ul.
Thlll econom7,
and atrength are pecullar to Hood'• Sarsaparilla..

the peculiar medlclnalmerlts or Hoo:l.'1 Sarsa•
parllla Is tully conllrmodby the voluntary te ■ tl·

Ot

mony of thousand ■ who have tried it. Pecullar Jn
the combinatlon, proportion and preparation or its
lncredlents, peculiar h:1. the extreme
care with
which it ls put up, Hood's Sarsaparilla
n.ccompU1he1 cure1 :where other preparations
entirely
ran. Peculfar in the unequaled good name it has
made at home., which 11 a .,tower or strength
abroad," i:ecullar Jn tba phenomenal sales it t.as attatned, the most popula.r and successful spring medicine nnd bloodpurlller berore the public to-dayII

8

o~~~~i~n f1~;~~~:ei, :X~"!·c1
~-!itfe~~;~:
Is the Best
Hood's Sarsaparilla
five feet long~·-----1 commenced taking Hood's Sarsaparilla u ~
"I ha Te had running aore1 on my limb ■ tor tlve
yeara, 110bad at times that I could not walk a.bout experiment, as I had no appetite or atrenKth, au4
The Public are Cautioned
If old hay be cut and moistened before
Against the many worthiess ;mitations of Ben- the hou1e. When I commenced taking Hood's Sar• telt tired all the time. I attributed DU' conditionW
being fed to horses there will be fewer 6on's Capcine Plasters offered by unscrupulous saparllla I wa.s In pain 10 severe that I cannot. de• scro!ulous humor. I bad t.rled 1everal dl.1feren&
'Ihe word "'Capcine" i1 ou1· ex- 1crtbeIt. I couldnot walk nor sleep nlgbts. I bad kinda or medicine, without rece1Ttng any benen.,
animals suffering from heaves. Feeding dr11gglsts.
clusive trade-mark, and any one sellinc a no appetite&Ddtell away. But·tHood'sSaraaparllla Eut as soonas I had taken halt a bottle ot Hood'•
with a similar name 1s a fraud. Ask
Sarsaparilla my appetite was restored, and JDJ'
dusty materials is usually the cause of p!Hster
tor Benson's, and e:.:amme carefully to make did me a wonderful amount or KOOd. I am well
,ure it Is genuine. Sea.bury & Johnson, Phar- DOWto what I waa when I began to use it I have a 1tomachrelt better. I havotaken three bottles,an4
the difficulty.
maceutical Chemisls, proprietors, New York. good appetite, ha Te gained in flesh, and can sleep my 1tomach neTer felt better."-M.As. J. F. DoLt
well. Ky 1orea are almost all healed, and I can do BE.A.RE, Pas:."oag, R. I.
If your land is well underdrained you
One Cent Invested
..We all like Hood'•Saroapartlla, It la 10 I1tren,th•
a good day'r. work, and not. break down."-llBI.
will often be able to 11low while your In a postal card o_Dwhich to send your address C. F. LoR.D,DoTer, N. H.
enlng. "-LtZZllC BALFOU!t, .Auburn, R. L
Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine, wi!l, br reDonot be Inducedto take any other. Get
N. B.-Be ,ure to a:etthe PeculiarHodlclne.
neighbor who may not have und.cr- to
turn mail, bring you tree, particulars about
that both sexes, ol a.li ages, can do, and
drained is waiting for his ground to dry ,,,.-ork
Hood's Sarsaparilla
Hood's Sarsaparilla
live at home, ,,,-herever they are located, earn~
Soldby all druggist& ti ; 1lx for '5. Prepared olll:,
5
off befor~he can begin.
$:a~~!.J o~!~ i'Mf;,
~~1n~f; l!o'ldby all dntgct1ta. ti; 1h: tor t!I. Prepare:\ onl:r b7C. l. HOODk CO.,.t.pothec•rles.Lowe!LKau.
t,7
c.
L
HOOD
&;
co.,
.A.pothecarlOI,
Lowell,
Hua.
It is an easy matter to have a garden ta.y. Capital not required; you are started tree.
I 00 Doses One Dollar
Dn~Ac;
nne Dollar
so arranged as to cultivate it with a The !a.nners, in their ~wan1ps, we're sure,
Could find tho roots and r,ta.nts that cure;
horse hoc, bot the best results are usually
Percheron 1
1
If bf~~j:st~~~v;~~~.:;::rct o~:~;:w.
obtained on small plots well manured
CURES
WHERE
All ELSEFAILS.
Horses.
Take courage now :.1.ndhSwatnp ..Root 0 tryLargft and. complete
(:or kidue)', liver and bl'<<l<ler
complaint!!),
Best1~Wf!.~Y~~rd
;fy"''cI~ifg~~:;_
Use
and worked by hand.
stockot Imported1talAs on thw rellledy you can rely.
Uon1
and
marea,
of
all
A mixture of equal parts of red pepper
ages. Over 175 prke1
a.warded
my
hone•
ha
and Scotch snuff thrown into rat holes
!our years.
All ital•
Uon1 guar11.nteed bned•
HAYNESVILLE, N. J., l
will cause the vermin to leave. Rats
era. Fuil-tlood stocl,:
recorded
with
pedigree
October 15, 1886.
f
soon become suspicious of poison, and
01
i~kl
t:~~~:nte:t~
I
the mixture easily frightens them.
3 months' treatment. for 1\tlc. P!so'a RemeE. T. HAZEI,TTNE,
aell nrst-c1a1; atock aa
low or lower th&n any
Thc overfeeding of any kind of br ced dy for Catarrh. Sold by druggists.
Warren, PL
8:~:!i'l~he
u. a. sta1on1fNs1w~eA~
fN~therD
Dear Sir:
N'. E. r.rltirtecn.
ing stock is calculated to impair fertility
~ox
36.
Sciµio, N. Y.
I wns taken with n very
and that species of thriftiness which
severe cold last Spring,
and tried every cure we
prompts to activity and the fnll working
El['.l!J
had in the store, and could
powers of all the vital organs.
th
get no help .
.A good sha1p foclder cutter, used at
Mrs. A. M. Dauphin, of Philadelphia, has
lr•• Luers, Steel Beart ■ sa, KUii
I had o r village doctor
Tan .. .., aal Beam Box for
every feeding, will save more than its llone a great deal to make knO'l'l"nto ladies
prescribe for me, but kept
'RTery ll1~~!i?.:prlnttll
cc>st, as well as pay for the labor of cutthere the great value of Mrs. Pink ham's Veg•
getting
worse. I saw an•••tto■ thl• i,aper aa4114dre•
other physician from Port
ting every season. All the coarse food ::t~i~:~:~u~~en:~i:;e
;;r ;:~:::~u~~r
Jervis, N. Y., and he told
should be passed throu 6 h the foddCi" young lady of this city while bathing some
me he used Piso's Cure for
cutter.
years ago was thrown ·dolently against the
Consumption in hia pracURE SPREADERS
All food cooked for stock is more life line and the injuries received resulted in
tice.
NS
aolt
lht
dnt
1m
I bought a bottle, and
easily assimilated than when raw. It is an ovarian tumor which rrew and enlarged
until deathstemed certain. Her physician
before I had taken all of it
•~9:tg:fc::C:,.t!:
ed to old. W&CODL
only a question of cost in cooking. Roots finally advised her to try lclrL Pinkham's
,
there was a change for the
All llNI warr••t.eL
Pricesmalledfree.
better.
Then I got my emcooked and thickened
with ground
Compound. She did so and iJ1a short time
Newarl laoklu Co.
ployer to order a quantity
grain make an excellent mess for all the tumor was dissolved and she is now in
Ool••••-.
Olalo.
, .....
Jl:ArJ"la■ 4.
of
the
medicine
and keep
kinds of stock.
perfect health. I also know of many cases
it in stock. I took one
A FARM FREE.
Manuring land by plowing under where the medicine has been of great value
more
bottle,
and
my
Cough
Any who C.e.s.lrereliable maps and information ol
some green crop, such as millet, bu~k:- In preventing miscarria.ge and alleviating
the tree lands and cheap lanlls of Dakoca, Nebruka
wa, cured.
the pains and dangers of child-birth. Phila
a.nd Minnesota government land laws, location of free
Respectfully,
wheat, oats or peas, should be the ob- delphia. ladies appreciate tho worth of tha f:~~!:
anc~Er~~af~nd t~:r°;~d:! aa/:eeot0Fhe:f a~•!lro~:
FRANK MCKELVY.
application to F. B. Melendy. No. 5 State Streef, Bosject of every farmer. Clover is also ex- medicine and its great value."
~~, ~~J~i:--:,\~~f~Dg 0 ?fij_eral P.tssenger Agent. C. ~ N.
I
1
cellent, and lime shoulrl be freely used
Sent by mail in Pill and Lozenge form on
ACENTS
WAN rED for the LIFE OP
at the same time
receipt o! price, $1. Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn,
CORES
WHEREAll HS£ FAILS.
If the seed is ;ood the cutting of pota- l!ass. .Alsoin liquid form, all at Druirgists.
Best l~rtl!e~y~~fJ.;fy""J;';;
';;~~g,-_
Use
11
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JONES
PI-1.~,tf.'!~L~a~l

Quaker
Testimony.

______ ' _·_n_¼~_N_IJ_JHl\.°&~~Jt•1r.

MBUS

toes to pieces with two eyes should give
good results.
In cutting always endeavor to leave as much of the tuber to
the eyes as poss:ble, as it serves as plant
food in the early stages of growth.

DR.
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HENRY
WARD
BEECHER
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-

ab•olutolycuredtens or thou
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To secure good seed oats fill a large
washtub two-thirds full of water, and
pour in half a bushel of oats at a time.
-Skim off all the oats that do not sink to
the bottom. Draw off the water and
dry the seed, and the chances will be
THE GREAT ENGLISH
that every seed will sprout.
The cheapest hog feed is said to be
peas and sweet potatoe8.
The potatoes
are boiled and pea-meal added.
This
claim, however, depends on the sect~on
of country and the price of corn. Where
sweet potatoes arc easily grown, however, there is no food that excels that
crop for fattening every class of stock.

OT II.ER

TREES

COCKLE'S
ANTI-BILIOUS
PILLS,

In an experiment with corn a farmer
put three hogs in separate pens. One ate
8 1-2 bushels of corn on the ear in nine
days and gained 19 pounds. The second
ate in the same tim3 1 8-4 bushels of corn,
coarsely grounn, and gained 19 pounds.
The third consumed in the same time 1
bushel of boiled meal and gained ?2
pounds.
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REMEDY

Why did the Wo~en
of this c;:ountry use over t!ti,-teen mi"llion• cakes of
Procter & Gamble's Lenox Soap in 1886?
Buy a cake of Lenox and you will soon understand why.

Your cigar cases are ;Just the tblng, and permit me
to say you are the "bos1" advertiser.
Continue to
1
a~~fg~•~~ :~is 6~oi1fe !~n~r
on this coast. G. B. CORWIN'
& Co., San Francisco,
AddressR. W. TANSILL & CO., Chicaa:o.
Officer ■ • pay, bountr procured; deaertera
relieved.
, 21 years' practice. Succ~sanr
no fee. Write for circulars and new laws.

!~¥i~~;~:a;~~l;•

I

c:f.

PENSIONS
.,l.

W. MeCormlck & Son,Waahh,a:ton,D.C.

~~~~~~~
Business Directory.
me
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, wont you, if I do not indulge with
rn."
Firstyottng
Gent-"Why
certainly,
if
tis contrary to your sentiments."
F.
L.-Oh;
I beg your pardon;
I'm
I not a teetotale1:, I cannot relish beer at all,
in fact I am sorry to say I am not accus\t tomed to it."
,th
Second young Lady-".lndeed,
I apprecot. ciate your position, but allow me to sug,oc.b,
gest that you im'mediately begin to accustom .your taste to this delectable effervescing tonic; it is fast becoming
the popnlar
national beverage,
and a youn_g lady of
\rticles.
. Goo<.!s, your accomplishments
and attainments
without a cultivated
taste for the amber
ppli(:S.
fluid is lacking in social etiquette to that
degree suggesting that your education, in
~ical Goods.
this respect at least, has been sadly netrcssmakcr.
-WEST
PERU.iratJ...aw.
lected."
,v ~\\iVALKER & So!"t, Groc,;!ries F
Pa11_1!sand Oils. Burial Cask;tr
Secondyoung
Gent-"I
am sure there
:\ifrss EI Tucker, .Millinery and l
lour, Hardw'are,
is nothing improper in drinking a harmLlVERMOR
~•;;~l~~~i:~~~.
less glass of beer.
Waiter, what brand?"
G.i;o F AoA:itrs, Physician and.'
TVaiter-"I-lell
Gate."
E.
BUCKFIEJ
I inquired of the steward if the party
.Surgeon.
was a traveling adYertisement for the brand
IloLLANo
& CUSHMAN,
Me
Jthccar_.¥.
of beer named.
He informed me that they
g_sB~;\~~;h?n~7~~·n.v1 L~a~~cJ tr~;v~~-ions.
were students
attending a college in the
or or Ether.
WESTS
State
of
New
York,
on their vacation.
>ffice at residence.
11 B CHA~DLER,
Dry Gr
Their next innocent ( ?) amusement was a
IL\!{QLD
CHANDLER
c,
uMN"ER.
E L TL ELL, Fancy & I
light game of draw poker.
Innocent
10ds & Groceries.
G BISBEE,
Custom Be
amusemei1t, indeed!
,:ld\1~~~rt~;1~s{f1~g!'f!~\;~~-EAS"
Three men-gentlemen
( t)-in
a room.
ot and Shoe Maker.
bolten, barred, and steel clad against the
i' SUMNER.
eedsman.
Choice Vegetable
-NO
law's access.
After several hours of innojro,ving a specialty.
North.Turner I-Io
cent play with honors easy, one proposes
RTH TUR~ER.a
larger
stake
on a single deal, which is
use. Elias Keene, Proprietor.
accepted.
The dealer manipulates
unfairIy and thus wins: the loser shouts "shin,"
de,nands back his money.
The winners
deny the allegation
and arm themselves
PU
with iron bars hastily snatched from their
-:(-):-loclgemen t. The loser takes from his pock&arrr
l3LISHED THURSDAYS
AT
et a five-shot Smith & Wesson self-cocking
.rrrr, Ilxfrrrrl &n., Maim~.
pistol, kills one of his assailants
on the
sp,,t and prostrates the other who is dying
--o-while T write.
Innocent amusement!
SUBSCRihIONRATES.
Reader, if you will indulge in card playing and games of chance, do so at your
own peril, but do not deceive yourself b_v
denominating
it "innocent
amusement."
Same rates for 3 or 6 months,
Brand it truly and as your best and truest
~:',fo
paper discontinued
until all ar- sense impels _you-dangerous
amusement.
rearages are paid, except at the option of This is an inexhallstible theme; carefully
the pllblisher.
consider- it.
Oak Hill Granite Co., Belfast, Maine, is
to supply Boston with 190,000 granite paving blocks.
It is expected that the Harvard Union
debating
society will decide that Mr.
Blaine shall be the candidate of the Republican party in 1888.
OtrRBOSTON
LETTER.
No man to-day wields more po,n:r than
does vVm. E. Gladstone.
A single speech
BOSTON, Mar. 30, 1887.
by him causes the English government
to
Just as we began to congratulate
our- chai:ige its policy.
selves upon approaching
springtime, hav- , Mr. Long was dined by the Taunton
iag passed the brumal solstice, Boreas board of trade the 29th inst- He is to decomes rattling down with as frigid breath liver the memorial day oration at Abingas though he was trying to outdo his highton.
e~t carnival of midwinter indulgence.
FireThere is on the municipal retllrn in the
men were noting a marvel, in that they
Bay State, a majority of 16,000 against Iihad experienced
no zero-weather-nightcense.
SiwMER.
fire for the season, a fact which had never
~ccurred in the annals of the service that \Vrittcn for the CANTON TELEPHONE.
could be recalled by the oldest or ex-memAN~THERTHOUGHT.
ber of the department;
and at the ~ame

r.

t 1-c~~lJft~~:
~~fii~~:;~~p
1

i ~t~nhon~.

COMPARATIVE
WORTHoF BAKING
POWDERS.

of his glor_v and all his holy angels with
him, then shall be gathered all nations before him."
A figure, evidently, as he ascended the throne of his glory more than
eighteen hllndred years ago, at the beginning of his reign and not at the end,which
would be an unscriptural
idea as well as a
simple one. A contrary idea give~ us no
reigning Prince, no King that rules.
He
reigns and rules from the throne of his
glory and will continlle to do so till all
things have been subjected unto him, then
will the kingdom be delivered to the Father
that God may be all in all. If there be
truth in the figure the division was made
when his government
began, and as a resuit of that division we have to-day nations on the right hand and nations on the
left; that is, nations that are favored and
nations that are disfavored;
nation;
that
inherit the kingdom prepared for them
from the fonndation of the world-the
gospel kingdom-and
all along the ages the
individuals
of the nations on the right
have been coming from the East and from
the West and sitting down with spiritual
Abraham in that kingdom, as it is written:
"We bear testimony to the truth of it for
we have seen them coming and have heard
the tramp of their beautiful feet." Not so
with the nations on the left hand-notably
the Jewish.
The Master arose and shut
the door, saying:
"Depart
from me ye
workers of iniquity."
And lo, they come
not, and have not come but rarely, for two
thousand years nearly
It will not always
be so, for when the fuln~ss of the Gentiles
be come in then all Israel shall be saved.
At least, that is what the Scriptures
say
about it, and we do not feel called L!pon to
question the truth of it. And we do not
feel that we ought to be condemned for accepting it as true in all its fulness.

ROYAL (Absolutely
GRANT'S (Alum
RUMFORD'S,

REDHEAD'S..

Communications,

Etc.

time none could remember a more severe
winter season.
Dr. Munhall is to speak to-night
upon
the evils of playing games, more particularly with "cards," having presented
his
subject for this evening, Sunday evening,
the 27th inst. But a sermon more impressive than can be uttered was enacted the
following day in a "faro parlor" at No. ro,
Avery St. The Dr. may add the fire of
his logic as best he may, using this scene'
of death and retribution
for his back
ground, and whilst he shall be doing so
there will be not less than 5,000 persons
engaged in gaming as reprehensible
as
were these three men who fought each
other to the death, over a misdeal of one
card, involving a loss or gain of five do!Jars to the dealer cir player.
Innocent
amusement it is all called b_v its several
devotees.
Boys with their marbles mark
out a ring large or small, pla_v begins, actuated by the selfsame ;ncenti,·e that called these three men together-all
goes
characteristically
on-the
boys they shout,
and most of them in profanity and vile epithets, hating ea.:h other because of suecess or lack of success.
Their meetings
terminate precisely as that Avery St. meeting did, with the exceptions of death .prostration and fire-arms.
Each club room
and connected with each saloon there is a
gaming room, all resting on the same social basis, the unregenerate
longings
of
the natllral side of humanity.
One half,
if not more, of the homes of our people
are afflicted with an elc111et1t of this gaming crazf' in some rudimenU,ry
or really
practical form.
Many indeed of 0llr inno• cent looking ladies. old and young, are
not shocked in the least b_vthe appearance
of a poker outfit of cards and chips, nor
:wer-e to taking a hand in the game,
,;traight or draw-it
is so innocent you
know, and reallv amusing.
Xot long
since we were compelled to listen to a conve,·sation-that
is, we wc,·e compelled
to
tither listen or lose our clinne,· (we chose
the former) and as we an: able to recall, it
ran as follo\\'S:
.Fir<! yoiwg· Lady-'·You
wili cxcu,e

eye causes trouble.
The eye will be all
right when the speck is removed.
The inflammation, the redness and the pain will
endme till that little foreign particle be
removed by the soft touch of some healing
finger.
That foreign particle, that black
speck called sin, which some apparently
ill wind blew into the human heart, set it
into a painful flutter that will not cease
till the cause be removed.
We have been
inrormed that from some hearts it will
never be removed, and so there are some
hearts that will never come back to . their
normal condition, but will still flutter on
in p:,iin and never know rest. and ease and
comfort.
They make sin eternal in spite
of the Scriptures.
It is rather Cllrious
that some text, are in use to make it so.
We believe that this is lugged in and made
to refer to that which shall be hereafter:
"Ile that is unjust let him be unjllst still;
and he that is filthy let him be filthy still."
We incline to the opinion that when this
"corruptible
shall have put on incorruption" the dogm.atist wtll have to fly around
pretty sharp to scratch up filth enough to
put in his eye. It is difficul! for the ordinary intellect to catch or. to the idea of
filth in an incorruptible
state.
It is qllite
probable that the idea that sickness is just
as normal a condition as health, that death
is jllst as abiding as life. that misery runs
parallel
with happiness,
come to him
while reading the jlldicial figure of the
sheep and the goats," that opens in this
,rn_v: "\Vhen IIe· shall ascend the throne
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sold loose) .••. -

RUMFORD'S,

when not fresh.

REPCRTS OF GOVERNMENTCHEMISTS
As to Purity and Wholesomeness

oftheRoyalBakingPowder.

"I have tested a package of Royal Baking Powder, which ~ purchas~d in the
open market, and find it composrd of pure and wholesome mgred1e_nts.. It 1sa cream
of tartar powder of ?- high clegrcc of ment, ancl does not contam e1:hcr alu,~ 01
phosphates, or other mJunous substances.
E. G. LOVE, Ph.D.
"It is a scientific fact that the Royal Baking Powder is absolutely pure ..
"ll. A. 1\'[0T'l',Ph.D."
"I h:we examined a package of Royal Baking Powder, purchased_ by I!'yself in
the market. J find it e11tircly free from a_lum,te!Ta alb:e, or any othe1: H)JUl'lOUS su?stancc.
IlENttY Mou'roN, Ph.D., Prcs1clent of Stevens Inst1tL1te ot 'lcchnology."
"I have analyzeil n. pack'tge of Royal Baking Powder. The mat.eria.ls of which
it Is composed are pure and wholesome.
S. DANAHAYES,State Assayer, Mass."
the iPc~n~ iv'~r~;!iE~io~i7i~~: ~~~t~i
B!~~:,~~im.tf~de:1;l!i~,
~~i~it~t\t!
American Institute, New York, and at State Fairs througho1;1t the country,
.
No other article of hum:m food has ever received such lngh, emphatic, and umversal emlorsern,mt from eminent chemists, physicians, scientists, and Boards of
Health all ornr the world.
NOTE-The a,hO\·eDIAOR,UIillustrates the comparative worth of ,arious Baking
Powders, us shown by Cllemical Analysis and experiments made by Prof. Schedler.
A pound c::n of e:ich powder was taken, the totJ.l le:ivening power or volume in
each c:1n c:ilcuhted, the result being as indicate<. This practical test for worth by
Prof. Scheulcr only proves what every observant consumer of the Royal Baking •
Powder kno,rs by practical experience, t.hat, while it costs a few cents per pound
more than or<linary kinds, it is far more eccnomical, and, besides, affords the advantage of better work. A single trial of t!1e Royal Baking Powder will convince any
fair-minrled person of these facts.
* 1Vhile the diagram shows some of the alum powders to be of a higher degree
of strength than othur powders ranked below them, it is not to be taken as indicating that "they have any value. All alum powders, no matter how high their strength
are to be avoided as dangerous.
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RECOLLECTIONS.

A Captain's

~

...

AMAZON (Alum Powder) ¾f

..25PerYear,
Paid
inAdvance.

Thursday,
Auril
7,1887.

.

(Alum Powder)*
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JOHN.

RED BLrFF, Cal., Mar. 21, '87.
Editor Telephone :-The
notice of the
death of William Bicknell of Hartf~rd, recalls many incidents of his younger years
and my own chilclhG>od, that have long
lain nearly dormant in the vast store-house
of memory.
The life-work of our fnend
was til.at of a teacher, and tho' ever suffering the inconvenience of a crippled limb,
such was his zeal as an educator that much
of his enthusiasm was imparted to his pupils, hence his success in his chosen vocation.
In many sections of the \Vest, and
even in the Golden State, his pupils will
read the notice of Mr. Bicknell's death
·"ith_sad hearts; and how vividly will itRecall the wintry walk to school,
The time for childish play,
The icy hill where oft we sped,
To waste the hours away.
Ollr school days passed, the u1Jtried "\,Vest,
Its mines, its fruitful soil,
Called for the skill and strength that nerves
The hardy sons ot toil.
By the subject of this notice those wander~rs were never forgotten,
and during
the war his patriotic, sympathetic
letters,
so liberally interspersed with pen pictures,
followed the soldiers to the tented field.
Those written to Axel II. Reed of Glencoe, Minnesota,
formerly
of Hartford,
The idea that evil is just as permanent,
Maine, while a soldier in the war of the
just as enduring as good. has not as yet rebellion, were perused by the writer with
found an abiding place in our defective much intereot while a resident there; and
brain, and forms no part of our creed.
It not only to him, but to many others did
is certainly
not scriptural.
It is not the those quaint epistles carry words of cheer
normal condition of the world any more and comfort.
With voice and pen he ever
than sickness is. Evil is destined to pass labored assiduously
in every good word
away and so is sickness, leaving mankind
and work, till the Master called him home.
healthful
and happy, and in a thriving
Truly, he lived not in vain.
condition, and in that relation to the great
And we will think of him as gone before,
Author of our being which was intended
Not lost,but dwelling in a brighter cl11ne,
when the earth was without form, and Forever blest on yonder blissful shore
Where Christ the Son in endless splenvoid.
Happiness is longer lived than sordor shines.
row. Crying endureth for a night.
Joy
C. A. KNIGJIT.
cometh in the morning.
A speck in the
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Now is the time to Buy

SPRING
GOODS.

Now
Stock
Just
Rec'd.
C. B. ATWOOD'1Co.
BUCKFIELD.
A. W. ELLIS, CANTON, MAINE.

f AINTING•

t.r.~

OF~!:
JiLL• iINDS. ~

Capt. Coleman, schr. Weymouth, pl_ving
between Atlantic
City and N. Y., had
been troubled with a cough so that he was
unable to sleep, and was induced to try
Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption.
It not only gave him instant re lief,
but allayed the extreme soreness in his
breast.
II is children were similarly affected and a single dose had the same happy
effect. Dr. King's New Discovery is now
the standard remedy in the Coleman houseAT REASONABLE
PRICES.
hold and on board the schooner.
Free
DmECTIONs.-Draft
the outline of the Fish on paper, giving its name
Trial B0ttles of this Standard Remedy at
Nathan Reynolds Drug Store.
(4) weight, and send it by mail, and I will send the painting by Express, C. O. D.

FISH

PAINTING

ON TIN & C;ARDBOARD

PRICES FOR PAI~TIXG.-From

$1 to $5, according

and

to the size of the Fish.

Bargainin Music.
T'his Favorite
1
~~~:

Album

of Songs and

if~f1~~1~~~1-;1\~~~f~i~~~!,

ba!l~ds, con.

0

,~i~~o~~~n~;}~t~<~tc~\~~1~ ;~,t~

music and piano accompaniment
is finely printed
upon heavy paper with a very attrnctivc cover. The
following- are the titles of the songs :tnd ballads
contained in the I~"'avorite 1\.lbum :-As rd Nothing
El:-;c to Do; The Dear Old Songsot 1Iomc; lVIother,
\V;ttch the Little feet; Oh, You Pretty Blue-eyed
\Vitch; Blue Eyes; Katy's Letter; The Passing
Bell; J ~a.w Esau Ki:s::;i,1g- Kale; ,von't Yon Tell
Mc ,vhy, Robin; 'I'hc.: Ohl Garden Gate; Down Relow the ,vaving
Lindcus;
Faded Leaves;
All
Among· the Summer H..ol-ie:'.;'f'ouch the Harp Gent.
Iv, :\Iv pretty Lnnise; 1 really don't think l shall

ORANGE
BLOSSOM
! LOANS.
4 percent. 1 percent.
FEMALECOMPLAINTS)
That

Wonderful

Remedy

for

the value of which· manv ladies in this vicinity can testify to, is still for sale bv
l\Irs. 11. II. BURBANK, Canton, Me.

Trial

Packag·c

Free.

:LIFELOANS:

+-16 On any kind of security

anu good
promissory notes.
U. S. Government Bonds.
Ladies or gentlemen desiring pleasant profitahl'e
Huth and I; Good ~Tig·ht; One lJappy Year Ago;
Foreign Redemption Bonds
employment write at once. \Ve want you to handle
and an article of domestic use that recommends
it- sold on monthly
paj ments.
Large
11
self to every one at sight.
Staple as Flour.
Sells
like hot cakes.
Profits 300 per cent.
Families
premiums for s1T,all investors.
wishing to practice economy should for their own
u1-u,li way and bou~ht ;1t a musk store, these ,'P benefit ..writ~ for particulars.
Reliable
correspondents
,vanted
Used every day the
pi~ce::; would cost you $11.20.
,vc bought a job lot
year roun? 111 e,·cry household.
Price within reach
everywhere.
~iberal inducements.
0
:~t;J\~s~:~\~~cd:~:~~.f~i :1;:~irt~e~~~~~ ~~~<;~~ h~t;;~{P~
Address for full parti(:ulars,
\Yi!! :;end you the entire collection ,veil wrapt and ~{~~'.· .~~dd~~~:D~~7~s1:~~{;!;;,G,-~~_i:M.~]~~,1:'g
postpaid for only 40 cts. .<;end 11m11ediately. AdG. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
dre!:is, TIIE RNIPIRE XE\YS CO., Syracnc.c, 'N.
Y.
13t5
t,;;,~:~;iiii1~": 42 Broadway, New York .

$100
fiJ\:f;
~~et•~1;!';1g~~f~~)}~~~c
~.~~~~c; o~~~17!!~f,~Cj~~h
~

A WEEK?

1I~I1}f;t.t;Jlf1i·.:;~J~
f:~:l;•tl
~:J}ii,~;tt~:~
Job Printing

THE HOUSEKEEPER.
C:in gold calm passions or make rca~on shine?
Can ,vc dig peace or ,visclom from the mint·?
Wisdom Lo g·old prefer, for 'tis 111uch lcs:-:.
To maki! our fortunc'tktn
nur h.tppincs:--.

HOUSEi!OJ',D
HINTS.
Don't stand up when _vottcan do a piece
of work sitting down.
Do not sacrifice your health and strength
for economy's sake.
Avoid wa,,te in boiling potatoes h_vcooking only those of one size at a time.
Cracker jars, holding about a quart. are
among the new article, of tal,le½ear.
Rancid butter or lard ca1111otbe restored
to its original sweetness.
Better use it for
soap than for food.
\.Vhen eggs are scarce, one tablespoonful of corn-starch will take the place of an
egg in anything you cook.
A little borax put in the water in which
,;carlet napkins and red bordered towels
are to be washed will prevent their fading.
0

The flavor and cri~pness of celery are increased by soaking. the stems in ice water
for a short time before the stalks are placed on the table.
To blacken a scuWe or anything of that
kind take ten cents worth of asphaltum,
mix it with the same q.uantity of benzine
and turpentit,c to the con:;istencv ot paint
and apply with a brush.
,
'
Keep your children in school.
Nothing
but sickness should keep them at home.
It is unfair to both teacher and child to
let every little unusual occurrence sen-e
as a pretext for non-attendance.
If you are the happy possessor of a good
umbrella, it pays to take care of it. After
it has been wet, keep it open until pP.rfectly dry. If you would preYent cutting,
don't strap tightly ot· keep it in its case.
'I'o take the creases out of drawing paper or engravings, lay the paper or engraving face downward, on a sheet of
sniooth, unsized white paper; cov~r it
with another sheet of the same,very slightly damped, and iron with a moderately
,varm flat iron.

A RUG.

RUMFORD

CENTRE.

FOR
INTERNAL

The people of Rumford arc awaking qp
The rug is made of bits of old stocking
to the importance of new indu,tries.
The
-AND~
yal'n. Caot on ten or twelve stitches ac- prospect of a butter factory look, Yery facordiPg to the size of _1'arn, on a needle, vorablc.
'!Ve are bound thrtt Rumfo,·d
using two needles.
Knit plain back and shall be not f'ar behind one of these da vs.
Neuraigla
Pneumonia,
Rheumatism,
Bleeding
:1,t the
forth in str:ps as long as _von like; take the ·More industries are what we want to 111,;kc Cures Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis
two edges of the strips you ha,·e knit and things boom.
..
1
~e:;~sc!:oa~;:eni;sA,
lnfluenzaN, Hacki.ngoCougb,DWboopinyg
Owgb,Cata.rrh,
Cbole~::~::i::
Dins,:~:
sew them on a piece of old bed-ticking.be\Ve were very sorry to hear of the death II arrhcea, Kidney
.
_
m.i.tion
of very
Troubles,
and
great value.
Evginning in the centre, and turning square of Rev. X. D. Clifford. in M.arshall, TcxSpinal
Diseases.
•
.
I
erybody
~ho u Id
corners.
After sewing the edges to the as. l\'[r. Clifford was principal of ~'iley I We will send free,
~
have
this
book
postpaid,
to
all
.t
and
thos·e
who
cloth, lake your scissors and cut the ,trip,
university,
a thorough
scholar and a
who
send
their
j
.
send
for it will
through the centre, then with the fingers Christian gentleman.
•
names,
an Illus'1
ever
~fter
thank
trated
Pamphlet
~
their lucky stars,
ravel them clown to the edge sewed on,
,ve wekome Talm.ige's sermon 1Yith
All who buy or order direct from us, and request
it, shall recah-e a.eertlflcate
that the money shall
sew the rows just far enough apart so that pleasure.
x.
be refunded
if not abundantly
satisfied.
Retail price, 35 cts.; ·tn:>'ottles, $2.00.
Express
prepaid to
any part of the United States
or Canada... I. S .. JOHNSON & 00 .., .P,;. 0. Box: 2118, Boston, Mass.
when raveled they will cover the cloth
No. TURNER.
nicelv. After knitting
the strips, they
Arthur Keen has moved to Turner Vilmust be damped and pressed before sew- !age. Albion Keen has moved on to Aring on, so that they will be crinkled when
j
raveled down.
If you have a variety of thur's place and Irving Keen has moved
colors, you can put them in hit or mi,s;
into th e house ,·acated by ,\lbion.
if only three or four, put some pretty color
In a letter recei,·cd from C. 1\1. Collier
in the centre, then arrange the· others in of Burns, Oregon, he snys the weather is
borders around that. The knitting is so as wann as summer, grass is green and
easily done. a child will think it nothing cattle getting their living.
Hope they
but fun to twine in the ~right colors. will send a little this way.
David J. Briggs' horse rai, away ThursWhen your rug is large enough, knit some
pretty edge for border, or if _you have some day. He started from No. Turner and ran
to
Mud street before he was stopped, a dis- That our kind intentions will be duly apprccia~d,
and' onr
old ball or tassel fringe. it looks very prettance of nearly th1·ee miles.
ty.
Drs. Smith and Adams performed a surASTONISHING
SUCCESS.
gical 0peration upon Mr. Chas. Mcl.ure.
Friday.
It is the duty of every person ,~ho has
Elias Keene has been on the sick list for
used Boschee's German Syrup to let its
\Vill remembe1· that we are selling Groeeries and· Pfov.isions
wonderful qualities be known to their the past week. Better now.
"Longfellow''
has been laid up with as low as anybody in town.
Having lately put on a· deUivery
friends in curing Consumption,
severe
Coughs, Croup, Asthma, Pneumonia, and sore hands, {:aused b_v falling from the team, we ~hall be pleased to deliver goods anywhere· in1thf'
;\'lIKE.
in fact all throat and lung diseases.
No roof of a shed.

EXTERNAL
USE.

I

NE

WE TRUS ..T'

OLD CUSTOME~RS

person can use it without immediate relief. Three doses will relieve any case,
and we consider it the duty of all Druggists to recommend it to the poor, dying
consumptive, at least to try one bottle, ·as
80,000 dozen bottles were sold last year,
and no one case where it failed was reported. Such a medicine as the German Syrup cannot be too widely known. Ask your
druggist about it. Sample bottles to try,
sold at 10 centE. Regular size, 75 cents.
Sold by aJI Druggists and Dealers, in the
United States and Canada.
eow4~

OUR NEIGHBORS.

village or at G.ilbertville to good, responsible parties, on

Rumford.
Mr. T. H. Thornton of West Peru writes:
Mr. Peter A. Thompson
died Feb. 26th,
1887. In the death of Mr. Thompson,
Rumford has lost an a~ed and highly respected citizen, an honest, upright Christian gentleman, and enterprising
farmer.
Mr. Thompson
was born August 1,,th,
1803. He has lived in Rumford eighty
years, and has beE'n a member of the Congregational church nearly half a century.
He became almost helpless but was kindly
and lovingly cared for in his declining
years by his son, John Thompson.
\Ve
can trul_y say, as his daughter,
Mrs. Otis
Wyman of Peru remarked, a good man
has passed away. IIis loss will be deeply
felt in this community.

To make beef tea, cut lean beef into ITEMS CROWDED OUT LAST WEEK.
small pieces, and put into a jar, co,·ering
Canton Mt.
closely.
Set the jar in a kettle of cold waJohn Swett is still unable to be out.
Slices of bacon, cut very thin, rolled in
ter; bri11g gradually to a boil, and continMrs. Charles Allen has returned from a well-beaten egg and bread crumbs, and
ue until the juice is extracted from the
two
months'
stay
with
her
son
in
Phillips.
fried
a crisp brown on a hot spider make
meat. This will require several hours.
0. M. \.Vaite, of~incy,
Mass., former- a palatable breakfast dish.
Season to taste.
--- - A good recipe for doughnuts:
Two ly ofthiB town, has purchased the Nelson
eggs, one cup of sugar, one cup of fresh Coolidge farm and moved his family ©n to
the
s,ame.
bt.tter-milk, an even teaspoonful of soda,
Many of the farmers in this vicinity ha,·e
During an acute attack of Ilrouchitis, a
one teaspoonful of salt, one nutmeg and
ceaseless tickling iu the throat, aml an
flour enough to make a soft dough.
Roll contracted to plant sweet corn fo,r Thompexhausting, hacking cough, afr1ict the
to less than half an inch thick.
Mold and son & IlalL Jay Bridge, the coming seasufferer.
Sleep is banished, and great
fry in boiling lard. These will not absorb son; 3 cts. for 26 ounces, "cash on delivprostration follows. This disease is also
ery."
a bit ot the fat, and are the least pernicious
attended with Iloarseness, :u,d someThe boys are indignant
towards the
of the doughnut family.
times Loss of Voice. It is liable to beLegislature
for the final disposition
of
come chronic, inyol\·e the lungs, and.
Beef cakes are made from three parts of
cro,v "bill."
terminate fataUy. Ayer's Cherry Pecto. finely chopped cold beef and one part of
At the annual school meeting in Dist.
ral
affords speedy relief and cure in cases
mashed potatoes, a little minced parsley
of Bronchitis. It controls the dispositiou
No. 4 the following officers were elected:
and a beaten egg. Make into cakes about
to cough, and intluces-refreshing sleep.
Moel., O. K. Walton;
Clerk and Agent,
half an inch thick and as big around as a
I have been a practising physician for
A. J. Daily.
Voted to commence the sumteacup; dredge with flour and fry in hot
twenty-four
yearn, and, fot· the past
mer term the first Monday in August.
twelve,
have suffereu from annnal atdrippings.
Serve "ith tomato sauce and
~jf~fie°~s~;f~;~~~fies After exhausting
At the annual meeting in Dist. No. 5,
brown gravy.
which convened Mar. 22d, the following
Without
Relief,
HINTS
IN KNITTING.-How
many mothI tried Ayer's Chern· Pectoral.
It
ers realize that they can knit up as well as officers were elected: Mod., II. N. Campeffected a speedy cure. -G.
Stoveall,
bell, Clerk, N. II. Campbell,
Agent, S.
clown? ,vhen children have reached the
M. D., Carrollton, l\Iiss.
M. Coolidge.
Voted to ha,·e the insurage when they wear out the knees of their
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is decidedly the
ance policy renewed.
Voted to instruct
best remedy, within my knowledge, for
stockings and the heels and toes also, the
chrome Bronch1t1s, and all lung diseases.
the agent to procure a "school globe"
ingenuity of women must be exercised. In
- M.A. Rust, .llf. D., l:;outh Paris, Me.
$uitable for the district.
Voted to devote
the most hopeless-looking
stocking there
I was attacked, last "·inter, with a
Arbor
clay
to
setting
out
trees
and
otherse,-ere
Cold, which grcll' \\'orse and
is usually a strip at lea,t an eighth of a
settled on my Lungs. By night sweats
wise improving our school home lot.
yard long which is too good to throw
I was reduced. almost to a skeleton. My
\Vm. Douglass, one of our leading farmC~ugh "'as incessant, and I frequently
away, and yet too much worn to pay to
spit .blood. lily physi"ian told me to
ravel out and knit over; from this, then, ers, has engaged the services of Charlie
give up business, or I would not live a
month. After taking various remedies
cut off the ragged t<ip and bottom, and polman for the season at $24 per month;
without relief, I was finally
Charlie alknit up as well as down.
If you cannot a good price tor a good man.
Cured By Using
ways commands the highest wages.
match the ct>lor use another shade.
two bottles of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
Many young orchards al'e badly drifted
I am now in perfect lrnalth, and able to
resume b.usiness, after having been proin and farmers are fearful that mice are at
WHOWILLVOUCH
FORIT.
nounced mcurable with Co11sumption.• If one could believe one-hundredth
part work on th= young trees.
S. P. Henderson, Saulsburgh, Penn.
of what people say in praise of Johnson ·s
~tock is wintering
well, but the situaFor years I was in a decline. I had
Anodyne Liniment, it would be an easy
weak lungs, and suffered from Brontion
is
not
very
promising
for
those
with
matter appa1·ently to maintain good health
chitis and Catarrh. Aycr's Cherry Peeshort
hay
mows.
tora1
restored me to health, and I ha,·e
to extreme old age. Now he,'e are three
been for a long time cornpar[lf i,·ely vigcertificates recently sent to us. We don't
• Tableau:
Winter reclining
in the lap
1
vouch for them, but it seems probable tlrnt of spring.
N. II. C.
~~~ir
t1~;sii~t~ii1~~c~~ti\~l]
the statements made are true, as the parrelief.-Edward
E. Curtis, Rutlancl, Vt.
ties c~uld have no it~terest in publishing
East Buckfield.
Two
years
ago I suffered from a seYere
anything except to benefit fellow sufferers.
0
The following resolutions were adopted
South \Vindham, Vt.
by Crystal Wave Lodge of Good Temterminate in Pneumonia.
After trying
I have never sold any of' your medicine,
various medicines, without benefit, he
btlt have been using it in my family. We plar~ :prescribed
Ayer's
Cherry
Pectoral,
reserve the remainder for future use and
H7,enas; It has pleased our Heavenly
which relieved me at once. I continued
~end pay for all. We use Johnson's Ano- Father to remoYe by death our much esto take this meclieine, anr1 was cured.
clvne Liniment
for a nas·al wash for ca- Ernest Colton, Logansport, Ind.
*
tarrh, and we are delighted with it. vVe teemed and aged Brother, Wm. Bicknell,
from our midst. and we the Brothers and
had tried almost everything recommended
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Maes,
for catarrh, but find Johnson's
Anodyne Sisters of Crystal Wave Lodge, I. 0. of G.
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1; six uottlee, $5.
Liniment far superior to any yet used. I T., realizing as we do the great amount of
used it with a common douche, according
good he has clone in our Order during the
to your direction.
J.E. WmPPLE.
past nineteen years which he has been an
:Bronchitis.
active member, and to the temperance
Island Shoals, Ga., Feb. 6; 1885.
Gents :-Your Johnson's Anodvne Lin- cause during the greater portion of his life:
iment is the best thing I have ever seen. I
Resolved; That we deeply sympathize.
HAVE COME A..,D GO'N'E SINCE
believe it saved mv husband's life. Last
THE SUl•'· ..-T_,.,..,.,..._
l!'ERERS
year h~ "."as sufferi-;,g intense agony with with the bereaved family in the loss of a
I<'
RO M
-...... , .. 1>.C.OUGHS,
and father and would combronch_1t1s. a1_1d~ used it as.you direct.
It companion
COLDS
AND
gave 1nm relief 111a few minutes.
mend them to that power higher than
LU:KG
•
'l'lWUYours,
ELrZABETII SANDERS.
man, which doeth all things for good.
BLES
WERE
Fearn Springs, Miss.
CGRED
Resolved; That our charter be draped
Dr. I: ~- John_son.-Notwithstandi,1g
BYTllE
USE OF
in
mourning
for
thirty
clays
and
also
a
~y preJud1c~ a~a1~st proprietary
mecliWISTAR'S
cmes, I am, 111 Justice to you, compelled copy of these resolutions be sent to the beto acknowledge that Johnson's
Anodyne reaved family and also for publication.
AND YET IT
TIRES
NOT
Liniment excels anything that I ever tried
OF CURING,
SEE THAT "I. BUTTS"
for the diseases it is recommended to cure.
V. P. DECOSTER,}
Committee
IS
ON
THE
WRAPPER.
\,V. H. PuRKIS,
on
Experience has taught me the above lesL. HODGDON,
Resolutions.
son.
vVM. A. HAGGARD.•

THIRTY

DAYS.

We haYn't any special bargains to offer at th is time, butr
you will find our stock of Groceries
& Provisions,·
complete, and Prices
Jleasonable.
Give
us a trial.

All kinds Farm Produee taken in exchange for goods.

FOR SALEl
--BY--

:<DJ•~

Day and Night

sttl

BUCKNAM'S

"PURE

CO·LD"

=FLOUR=_
--ALSO

BY--

vVarranted to give Perfect Satisfaction,
Or Pay

Refunded.

P1i111
ll8~(jj)~

fflilflJ~

.116~1J,,

Lucas & Bislwp wishes to inform the public that they are prepared to fnmish
anything in their line at Boston prices, as they exchanges
goods manufactured
by
thi•m,elvrs for goods in the Watel~ and Jewelry line .. which e1wbles tlJem to give
better prices than ever. Just co11sHler some of our pnces.
We willtiell Vvm. Ellery lljewellecl
ke.y winding W:it<•hes, 3-ounc<' silver <·as<',
for $12.00.
Broadway 7 jewelled in ~ilver ea$e, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. Nu.
7 E!o-in. 7 jPwcls, in nickel case for $6.50, in silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgin, in Ronnie silver case for $12.00.
Rockford, Hampden,
and Illinois \.Vatch Co."s ,it
proportionately
low prices.
Knights of Labor Pins from 35 cents to $2.00.
We
also have a fine line of Knives, Forks and ~poons at the following prices:

~;)~;J;

Best. $4.00; 2d, $3.50.

K~1VES-Rogers'
!~;i1~,~~fe:n~~l
tf~UI1~t~e:!~~~i::tff
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FOllKS-Hogers'

Ayer's CherryPectoral,

Co., ,l.50.
SPOONS-Tea.

A 1, $6.00;

Wallace

$3.00 per dozen;

Shcttleld,

Brot,hcrs',

Desert,

$2.00;

Stand:ml

$,LOO; Standard

$1.00 per pair;

Table,

Plate

$1. 15 per pair.

Ma~onic. Oehl Fellow. and all othP,r emblems at low prices for cash.
full line of Chains, Charms, Bar pins, Pins and Drops, either in plate,
stoue or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock we can fnrnish at short notice.

Fine

Silver

Silver

We have
crape, jet,

Watch Repairing
in all its b1'a!lcltes,also Sewing 1liacltme and
1l£odels built at short notice, and alt kinds small 1l£acltine
Work done in a workmanlike
manuer.

Lucas & Bishop,

4 DECADES

Canton, Me.

Opposite the Depot,

Pl M PLES.
stamp,

\~~~!p~,a~/:R:E~e~1~

BALM

PIMPLES,
leaving

ETC.,

Touch.with this compound the soft lily cheek,
And the.bright glow will best its virtues speak.
1

~~ir"~~;:t~\'.?

w.

ALLEN,

1y52

Canton.

OF VOCAL MUSIC.

I have PeerlessanrlStanley
organ which
for
five years. '!'nose ill want of an organ or
pia110 will do well to call on or arldrcss
the above.
'fhese organs are well made
in every respect,quick
in action,brima
nt
in tone, and voiced so they are easy tosing with.
'l'hey are second to none.

l sell at reaso11ab le prices i warranted

~~~t~".A;,g~~;~

1;~:J'~~d~~~!th
A. D. STEMPEL, 60 Ann St., New York.

~

E.

::~,r;:~:
VEGETABLE TEACHER

a l'~~=twWr
TAN,
FRECKLES,
BLOTCHES,
BLACK
HEADS,
the skin soft, clear and beautiful.

Obscurity.
.,. Mrs. Murmy.
''Hilda,
can you not my-poor father was a collcgu gradu,1te,
U t.bou canst wako within one human breast offer our cousin some refreshments after and.once went to · tlrn lc.!{islature. So
A thought of lasting joy; if thou hast 'his journey?"
w_elet her belicve....:l\Ir. Dulany and Istirrc d
Hilda colored painfully.
How could that I am taking lessons, instead of givHo·y desire by some,inspiring word,
Or lulled the sorrowful to soothing rest;
sho explain to her mother that the ing them. She saw us once in the park
It with son1egloriolll! vision thr,u has bles\
cupboard was utterly empty, even of a with the class of young ladies, and she
The tired, t be way worn (as when some rapt crust of bread 1
was so proud, poor little mother!
And
bird
"I'll bring up something t1irectly," Mr. Dulany says I am the best teacher
Unseen pours !orth iti soul, the song is she murmured.
he ever had; and-oh'' -with a piteous
heard
And then slw vanished.
clasping of the hands-''is
it very
13ythe tra,.ced leaves and thwers, a tremble
From oue good-hearted neighbor-the
wrong7 fa it•/ I alm,,st fancied so, when
lest
very printer's wife, indeed-she
bor-- I saw Cousin 'iVeub looldn; at me this
It cease too soon, to soon)-if thi• tby lot,
Care not how lonely thou mayst seem rowed a potful of freshly-made coffee; morning-acting
a lie!''
to be,
from another, a few slices of cold boiled
"I dunno about that,"
said Mr.
How cast flway ns useless or forgot;
beef; from a third, a pan of new-baked
Webb, tumbling around for his pocket
As to the mightiest coma, his work, to
biscuits, with a little butter and a co.::.b handkerchief;
"but I know you're the
thee
of honey, and then she flew back to nicest ancl uest little gal I ever saw!''
The humblest task to light some little spot,
Though stnr-like, yet with rays the heavens spread the fru;;al meal.
"Hilda," saLl :11rs. Webb, pleadingly,
may see.
"Arc they all well, cousin Webb?"
"cannot you Cl)me back hero to \Vol['$
-[Leisure Hours.
she asketl, timiuly, as, holding up her Corncrs1 I know your ma was beset to
riding hauit with one hand,'she
ar~· get to New York. She thought, poor
ranged the table, and ministered to the dear, that fortunes was to be made thcro
appr•tite of her guest with the other.
hand over hand. But surely, now-"
BY IlEJ,E::S FORHE,~'r
GlU.VES.
Mr. iVclJI>nodded his head, keenly
Hilda shook her head sorrowfully.
surveying her the ·while.
"We are too poor," she said;
"we
•·Does l\irs . .\furrny live here?"
"All well," he rcsponde<l between the cannot nfiord the expcaso of moving
Mr. Webb knocked apologetically· on
"Eliz:i, she sent again. And there is no house to be had
the glass coun tcr of the lmkery with the 8wallows of coffee.
Recd didn't
here n iw."
handle of his whip. It seemed almost a her love. And R~cd-no,
send no love. But
he wanted to be
Mrs. Webb put her hand on her hus•
liberty tlm, unceremoniously to address
He's band's shoulder.
the gaily attir~d young w,,man who was 'specially rcmcmbcretl, Recd did.
"Martin,'' said she lmrrie,l!y, "if Hitadding up thJ accounts behind the tall had drca,lful good luck with the sweetpotato patches and tobacco crops this da really wants to get b:1.ckby the scvendesk.
thirty train, you mmt hitch up the horse
He stood near tho door, keeping fl ycflr. ''
"!fas hc1" and Ililda blushcil rosily.
to t:,ko her to the station.
And I'll go
sharp lookout on the uarcfootcd boy
She might have addccl something
out to the barn with you and hold the
who was holding his sleepy old horselantern."
for had ho not heard, many a tim~ and more, but l\Irs. Murray oiliciously inter·
Once out into the barn, Martin Webb
oft, of the wicked ways of juvenile New ferc,l.
"You musn't be late for your appointlooked at his wife.'
York7
''Eliza," said he, "do you think our
In reply to his respectful question, the mcnt with l)lr. Dulaney, dnug!1ter," said
R~cd has any cl.lance?''
young woman nodded her head and curtly she with a glance at the clock.
And she addccl, in explanatory
fash"If he hasn't got a chance now, he
answcrerl:
ion.
never will havo one," said Mrs. ·wcbb.
''Up stairs."
•·Hikla rides out every day.
Two "I tell you what Martin, that girl · is a
"It's a pretty hig house," said :Ur.
with,
ahem !-a
gentleman
pea1l of great price, and I always said
Webb, glancing about him.
"The !Iur- hour.,,
'friend."
so."
rays wasn't rich wheu tlHy lived dowu
''Rides
out,
Llocs
she?"
said
-Mr.
iVcbl.i.
No sooner was Recd iVcbb left alone,
our way; but Rachel never had good
judgmeut.
I should say, now, the rent "I guess likely it cost., considerable to with Ililth 1h m he spoke out what was
keep horses in New York.
I'm glad iu his heart.
of a home like this--"
"Hilda," he mid,. resolutely,
"you
"I~ ain't a hou,e,", said the young you and Hilda's gotso much money to
spnrc."
must come back. You can't live there
woman, speaking with a lead pencil be.
"I'm told," said Mrs. l\Iurrny, com- in the great wilderness of bricks and
tween her teeth.
"Ain't a house, eh?'' Martin Webb's plucent.ly, "that Hilda's horse 18 one of mort:l.J·,and I can't live here without
And of you. 'l'he farm is p:iy'n_; for itself now.
honest, onion-colored eye~ gradually ex- the handsomest in the pnrk.
course, :,, young girl !ik,, her ought to I can give my wife a comfortable home;
panded, until you would have thought
and my wife's mother also. Deur lilt'.e
the lids could scarcely contain them. get plenty of exercise anl fresh air."
O.,ce more }Ltrtin ·webb's keen glance Hil ln, say that you w.11 be mine."
''Not-a
house?''
Hilda burst out into a su<lden gust of
"No; it's a :iht. Fourth story, uack c1rclc,l arom1d the room an,l settled ou
tears and sobs.
room. Nanic of Mnrray.
Staircase just Hilda's deeply snfin,cd face.
She
went
out,
with
a
wonl
of
hurric<l
''Oh, R•~ccl," she cried, "if you knew
out in the hall there."
apolof!y.
how often I have dreame:i of coming
And so for the first time in his life,
''Humph," was his comment.
back here-if you knew how homesick I
Mr. Webb found himself in the precincts
"Yes," nodded Mrs. Murray, with the have been-"
of a "flat."
''Say heartsick. Hilda," he prompted,
II~ lost his way half a dozen of times, flnftcre<l, flattered expression of n mothif you want to make me happy!"
this gaunt, good-humored giant, with fl erly old hen who ha, ju;t foun,I au exAnd,, smiling through her tears, she
ham in. his Hrm,, two or three strings of tra fine kernel of corn ~or her brood. "My
repeated the ,vord.
country samagc over his shoulder, and a Hilda has got into some remarkably
good society. And I cntert, 1i 11 hopes
"Yes, heartsick, Reed l"
basket of red apples clasped tightly
thatsho may marry wdi before a great
'·You will come back home, then,
against his breast. That was a matter
while."
Hilda?"
of Gourse.
:Mr. Webb took his leave-rather
ab"I will!"
He walked into the kitchen of one
And by the time that the old horse
ruptly, as JHrs. l\Iurrny thought-and
the
fiat, brought up in the parlor of another,
1ind presented liimself, smiling, at the old Judy, after carefully putting away was at the door for the seven-thirty-train,
late breakfast table of a thin!, where a the generous gifts from the old farm, the question was settled.
Reed himself took Hilda buck to the
sat down to mcn,1 lace und to dream
luckless printer, who worked all.night
city flat, anrl there pleaded his cause
on the early edition of a morning paper, again.
with
Mrs. :Mmrny.
RecJ iVei.Jb listcucd silently to his
·was sleepily chipping the shell of an
'·It must be as Hilda decides," de father's account of their relatiycs.
,gg.
"Going out riding every day with a clared the ol<l lady, with dignity suffi"C,111them eggs?" said Martin, con"Though
temptuously.
If our i.Yolf's C.>rners hens grand New York gentleman!'' said he. cient for a crown princess.
''Dressed like a prince;s ! Father, tbat there is no doubt but that she could
\:an't beat that 'ere sort o' thing-But
make a brilliant match in New YorkI'm eurc I ask pardon; I guess I've got docs not sound like our little liilcla."
''Mothcr!'' urged Ililua, piteously.
"Can't help how it soun<l~," said Marinto the wrung fl·it. P'r' aps you can
"Still,"
went on 1Yln. .Murray, "I
''}t's so. Tlrn.t's all I know."
tell me where a lady named. Murray tic.
"Tb,m," said Recd, sadly, "it's no would not oppose her aJiections; and if
lives?"
Aud by dint of many such question- use my building that wing on the south you think, Reed, that you can make her
ings nnd inquiries, Mr. vVcbbat last got side of the old home? It won't be need- happy at Wolf's Corners-"
"I will do my best!" assented Reed,
himself, his red apples, ham and saus- ed now.
••Not if you expect Hilda Murray to fervently.
ages into a scantily furnished room look"In that case,'' said Mrs. Murray, "she
Ing out on a bare l,rick wall-a room live in it."
"Hushl'' saiu l\frs. iYci,h, who was is yours!"
whera everything hacl a starved look,
And she never knew, the poor old
washing up the supper d'shcl with true
even down tr> the mt, which sat intently
housewifely L1dtness and ~peed, making lady, the whole story of l\Ir. Dulany's
watching a mouse-hole in the wainscoti.ng.
each teaspoon shine like silver, each riding-school, and Hilda's innocent netllfro. :Murray, a tall, pinched, elderly plate glisten like ivory, in the lriction of work of harmless deceit.
"It was a frauJ !'' Hilda nlways de"There's
woman, was engaged, th.ough n. double her homespun Ji11cn towel.
pair of spcctaci'cs, in mending fine laces; some one flt the ,\~w. Go qnick, hus- clared.
''Yes," her husbnnd admitted,
"but
but the sl0w motiorr of her needle, the band I"
Night.
"iVhy," cried l\fartia, standing star- it was a pious one !"-[Saturday
uncertain expression of her face, denoted
no very IJrillinnt succc»~.
ing on the threshold, ''it's Hilda--it's
Spu.rions A!1cie11tArmor.
And sealcLl on the window-ledge op- Hilda l\'furray !"
vYhiie speaking of ancient swords we
posite her, n. riding habit of dark green
"But I c:ia·t stay a minute," Faid
were informed that a large trade is done
cloth, a heave:· hat, with a black green Hilda, breathlessly.
"'l've got "to return
in spu:-ious armor and weapons.
Gerveil twisted around it, and a jaunty by the seven-thirty t.·ai:! !"
many is the centre of manufacture, and
littk ivory handled whip, was a pretty
"Hilda,"
s-aid Recd, gravely, "you
the cx;stcnce
of genuine mcdireval
girl of 18 or ·20.
must come in. It is not right nor seemly
cu,tlr~ furnishes the moans in many
Il'lth started at the entrance of Mr. that you should be out alone at this
cases v<'.diec~ing the fraud.
The dealtime of night."
iVcbu, both smiled i:lacl reco;::nition.
cm ij(.Wllrean old building-,fit up a cham''I wanted Cousin ,vcbb to know,"
'·Wl1y," l'.icd :Mrs. }Iu~ray, ''it's
·'•'\" with 8puriou, antique armor and
"I couldn't bear that
cou;in :Hartin! Hiicla, give y~ar cousin fnltcre•l Hilda.
'l~apons, and have the whole photo.
a chuir. I declare, Martin, I am sur- he should think so ill of me as to fancy
graphed.
The pictures are forwarded
prised to see you here!"
that I was jndulgmg in expensive pleasto wealthy collectors, who arc often demy mother was so
"No more'n I be to get here, I guess," ures, whilc--whilc
ceived by the gcnuincnoss of the surreturned tho farmer, with a peculiar poor. Her sig!1t is failing, you know; roundings and become purchasers of
rhuck:ing
noise down in his throat. she is almost blind.
She fancies, that
absolute rubbish.
The profits are large,
l•'J.'hcse 'ere city folk,, they do take the she is earning something by mending and the trade is a profitable one, and so
.;tarch outcn a fellow. ,Ain't much like lace, but she only spoils it. We should it thrives.-[Pt1ll
Mall Guzettc.
it was11't for the money 1
our mcdclcr flu.ts down flt Wolf's Co. ner, starve if-if
ell 7 Ht:re, cousin Rachel, I've brung earn by giving riding-lessons in Mr.
An "automatic ga~e" is the latest inye one of Eliz.i's best sugar--cnrcd lrnm, Du!any's cquc~trian
school.
Mother vention. Unless it will rear up at prean' some snssagcs, and a Lu;hel of \he doesn't know.
She wou!rl break her ci~cly midnight, and kick a lover out inapples thnt growccl on the tree beyond heart if any one told lier that I went to tho gutter, aml kick the girl into the
tl.c well-the
real, red-cheeke,l
Josey daily to the ring, and trained little girls ! house, it docs aot fully meet the de1rico:-c's, you know."
an,l ye u·ig ladies in horscwomanship.
mand, and the inventor may as well try
'·Jt's very kind of you, I am sun', said Sh-e never call forget, you know, that I n!!arn.-fDansville
Breeze.

THE FAMILYPJIYSIUIAN.

has made the startllnS

thousand peop,.,, m01Stlf
ch:lldfon, die -Yl'&rlyin this coun\rY t, om the
C>lrl baths train the cutnneous vessels e~o!O or cou~h mixtures contalnin!i. mm p'1la
to contract and thus les~en the loss of or opium. Red Star 1 Cough Cure contains
qt'ftber o.>iate!i nor po •<'n ; purely vo;etable.
heat when the body is suddenly exT i,,aitgrc.,at wealth of t 11e.United Slates
posed to cold; so, persons who have 1"- now e:,ti.11u1cd :1t a out $.!81000,000, 1)0() but
the taxable pro po, ty ,,f tile count1y 1sonly ,
thus ''hardened"
themselves are less little mo.e tllan onc•lhlrd or this amount.
liable to "take cold," but are also able
Marcil, 1882, Rev. L. N. St. On,re, P. P. In·
to endure greater degrees of cold than dlan MiMionary, Glen Falls, N. Y., wrote: "A
sini:;leapplication ot St. Jacobs Oil relieved me
are those who have n(}t so trained their ot rheumatism." October 29, 1686, he wrlte1
again: ult cured me tho:,..'~
cutar,eous vessels. The time of taking
When Henry '\Va.rd Bee~her applied for a
a cold bath is a matter of importance;
life Insurance th 1rty years ago he was asked
bef~re breakfast being the usual time. the usu•l question 1t• to the health of his
This can be well borne only by the most henrt. His answer read: "Experienced a
~~uJ~";s
~o~~fsh~p~~1eheart during
robust; the best hour being midway
between breakfast and dinner, when the
system is fully braced to throw off tho
depressant effect of the cold water, and
to rouse to that reaction which has to
be insisted upon as .a sine qua non, if .
■
■
■
the bath be not absolutely hurtful.
CURES A:S-D PRlrrE~Tq
The popular it1ea that the water should Colds, Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza. Bro..
chilis, Pneumonia, Swelling of. Iha Joints,
not be ..entered while the· surface if
Lumbago, Inflammations. Rheuma•
warm needs to be exploded. Tho sm!ism. Neuralgia, Frostbites, Chil•
blains, Headache, Toothface and extremities should be warm
ache, Asthma.
when II cold bath is taken, and exerDIFFICULT
BREATHINC.
cise should uc taken just previously, is
CURK.'I THE WORST P.HN~ In from ono to twenlr
necessary to
effect this purpose.lnlnute..
NOT ONE HOUR arter reading this •
Terti1't,J>lnnt nnod any oue SUF.FER "WITH P.\f~.
[Ilealth and Home.]
llad~'RY'~
Ue:uh·
ltelief
h, a Sure Unre (Jt

;:':1,~

RRR

Rad:e~;

HOW HILDAMANAGED.

!

A leading physician
revel»tion
that ■ ix

liYr.ry

Tren.!n1.ent

of Biliousness.

The symptoms of biliousne. s are unhflppily but too well known. They
differ in <lifferPnt indivirluals to some
extent, however.
A bilious man is seldom a breakfast eater. To0 frequently,
alas l he has an excellent appetite for
liquids, but none for solids, of a morning. His tongue will hardly bear inspection at any time; if it is not white
and furred, it is rough at all events.
The digestive system is wholly out of
order; diarrhro,i, or constipation, may be
11 symptom, or the
two may alternat~.
There arc very often hemorrhoids or loss
of blood even.
There may be giddiness, and often
headache-, and acidity or flatulence, and
tenderness at the pit of the stomach.
The pain felt in the right shoulder would
indicate an extra bad case, but apart
from this there arc aching pains ft.nd
even stiffness in the limbs, with more or
less of cramps in the limb muscles, or
burning in the palms of the hand, with
hot, perspiring feet.
There may be drowsiness or torpor by
day and 'sleeplessness at night, and all
sorts and conditions of mind, especially
irritability; fits of bad temper come on
suddenly and go off ,again, and that
none are so terribly grieved at as the
poor patient himself.
Bilious people generally fly for relief
to apcricnt pills, ~nd there' is no doubt
that they often afford temporary relief
by relieving the over-gorged liver. This
really is antiphlogistic treatment, but it
assuredly is not radical.
iVhen a fish
pond overflows its banks, we may let off
a portion of the water, but nfter this we
ought, methinks, to find our way to the
other end of the pool and lessen the
nfl.ow.
·well, just a word about treatment.
First and foremost theu, in sudd,m bilious attacks, that are often accompanied
by great prostration and by urgent vomiting, it is best to send for a medic:,,!
man. Such attacks generally come on in
the morning, at the timo the body is
most weak. I do not think upon the
whole I should be justified in suggesting medicinal remedies in this paper
for the simple reason that cases differ so.
Little good will accrue from t1eating
a case like this, howe'\'er, if, when he is
once more well, tho patient returns to
his old non-hygienic habits of life.
';What am I to do then7" may be
asked.
I will tell you what you are not
to do. You are not to over-eat; you arc
not to use sugar or fat to any extent,
puddings, pastry or cheese.
You arc
not to to'u~h alcohol. You are not to sit
in overheated rooms. Your are neither
to overwork nor over-worry yourself;
and you are not to shirk the morning
tub nor plenty of exercise. •
What are you to do for the acidity7
.Abstemiousness and regulation of diet
and 'habits will entirely banish it, and
you will have the pleasure of !_mowing
that its absence is a sign of rejuvenating
of the li vcr.
If you but try a week of the treatment
I suggest, a feel convinced you will once
more feel a pleasure in life and an interest in all your surroundings.
But acidity often leads to rheumafom,
anu on this subject I hope to have more
to say another day. I shall be quite satisfied with my present paper if it put a
few of my readers on the right road to
health, and that can only be got nt by
seeking for and removing first causes instead of treating symptoms .
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In the Uannibal Islands.
King Hullabal'.oo-Shall
I help you to
A little of the arm, my clear?
Qu.ecn Ilullabalioo-No,
thank you,
dear. I underst.'.lud that palmistry is
all the raze in civilizccl regions.
Give
me the hand.-[Bos:on
Courier.
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not powder pure and simple, but a
species of oleaginous ' 'fl.our" or paste,
which reduced the hair to a truly filthy
Odd
Customs
of a People
in
A regal robe of pure ~ilver, once th condition.
One may well be alarmed at
"edding gown of _a royal Princess of
the Gulf of Mexico.
the prospect of the revival of such a
Prussia, and lately purchased from a
fashion.-[London
Life.]
court official at Darmstadt, who held it
TheBusinessEnterprisesand Habits of the
as an heirloom, was presented to Mlle .
Du ■tlna a .Roem,
Resioontsof KeyWest.
Marie Decca, the new American soprauo.
Tho proper way to dust a room, says
The donors were some enthusiastic
a lady in the New York Mail and ExPerhaps there is no plac3 in the
friends of the charming Dec~
The press, is to begin with the walls. Pio United S.t:atesso much talked about in
foliage and the flowers of the embroidery
several thicknesses of cloth over a'ibroom New York and so little known as Key'
arc of solid bullion, and the petals of and sweep the walls down thoroughly,
West. It is generally nssociatcd with
the flowers are repeated with exactitude.
leaving at tho same time all the doors cigars. It is the largest of a series of
The original cost was £700. -[London
and windows open. 'Ihis matter of coral islands, called kcy3, which dot the
Court Journal.
sweeping the walls is important and ocean at the southern
end of the
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A. Queen••

llel
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ts,

Kitchen

Cabinet,

In Queen Victoria's kitchen there is a
bookkeeper to give order3 to grocers, provision and other dealers, four clerks to
aid him in his work, a chief cook, four
master cooks, two yeomen of the kitchen,
two assistant cooks, two roasting cooks,
four scourers, three kitchen maids, a
store keeper, two "green office" men,
two steam apparatus men, fir,t and second
yeomen of confectionery, an apprentice,
three fema'e assistants, a baker and assistant and three coffee room women.
There is an extensive wine cellar, superintended by a man of large salary, and
an army of officers engRged in various
departments suggestive of eating and
drioking.-[Herald
of Health.
Pocket•

ror Women,

I have been reading a spring fashion
Letter this morning, and in the midst of
it shouted, "Hurrah, we are really going
to have pockets." None but women who
have been deprived of them for I don't
know how many weary and pocketless
years will comprehend my pent-up feelings on the subject.
They are to be
large and deep pockets, made with silk
and velvet patches and sewed firmly on
the outer edge of the overskirt. Judging
from the description nothing could be
homelier. Aud they would be good
pickpocket baits if women ever had any
money to put into them. But, under
the circumstances,
they can tolerate
thieves and patches for the sake of having the pockets.-[Hartford
'Iimes.
How

to.

to Keep

the

Hand•

Soft,

A. little ammonia or borax in the water
you wash your hands with, and that
water just lukewarm, will keep the skin
dean and soft. A. little oatmeal mixed
with the water will whiten the hands.
Many people use glycerine on their hands
when they go to bed, wearing gloves to
keep the bedding clean; but glycerine
makes some skins harsh and red. These
people should rub their hands with dry
oatmeal and wear gloves in bed. The
best preparation for the hands at night
is white of egg, with a grain of alum dis•
solved in it. "Roman toilet paste" is
merely white of egg, bar:ey flour and
honey. They say it was used by the
Romans in the olden time. Anyway, it
is a first-rate thing; but it is a mean,
sticky stuff to use, and does not do the
work any better than oatmeal. The
roughest and hardest hands can be made
soft and white in a month's time by doctoring them a little at bedtime; all the
tools you need are a nail brush, a bottle
of ammonia, a box of powdered borax
and a little fine white san'l to rub ti1e
stains off, or a cut of lemon, which will
do even better, for the acid of the lemon
will clean anything.
Manicures use
ticids in the shop, but the lemon is quite
as good and su't poisonous, while the
acids arc.-A.nalyst.
A Dead

Faahlon

Revivina.

At more than one "first night" lately
nowdercd coifiu-res have made their an-i· earance in the
stalls of the Wcst-e:d
P
theatrcs, and, a3 eTerything mu,t have a
beginning. H is jest possible that this
l"henomen@n may portend a general return to the fa,hion of using hair powder,
so prevalent in the last century. ,vomcn
nearing forty are, it must be confessed,
under a strong temptation to powder
their hair as a means of disguising the
ravages of time, and even young faces
arc sometimes seen to advantage under a
~;i:!erc~ti~::~ionCon~:e~~n,g

~:u~~~

should be done once a week in rooms
that are much used. Then with a damp
cloth wipe off the picture cords or wires,
the backs of all the picture frames and
the tops of the door and winr' ew frames.
If there is any danger of injuring pi~tures
or frame~ with a damp cloth uso a dry
one, but wipe them all off carefully. As
often as you can get a good draft which
will carry the dust out of the window
shake and beat the curtains, whethe~
they be IIolbnd, lace, scrim or what not,
for they arc prime sinner~ in the mathr
o h rboring dust. The window--sash,
si.l a:id glass-should
also receive attention. Use a large cloth, with ha!{ of it
well dampened for dusting, the dry end
being useful to wipe off small articled
that might be injured by dampness-and be careful that you manipulate the
cloth so as to wipe the dust bto it and
kerp it there. If it gets dirty have a
clean one, and al ways wash them out and
scald them after using. If there are inside shutters to the windows they neod
to be cared for almost as tenderly as a
baby. A thorough cleaning every week,
c-arefnlly wiping both upper and under
sides of the slats, is tho only thing that
will keep them in decent order. A.
room is not thoroughly dusted until all
the furnitare and woodwork and gas
fixtures have been cleaned with the
damp duster.
Upholstered
furniture
should be taken out, brushed all over
and then wiped with the damp cloth,
not forgetting the under side.
Fashion

Notes,

Walking skirts are made exceedingly
plain.
• Full dress for anybody under ,15 is
veJvet.
Wide stripes are the stuff in all sorts
of dress goods.
The Pompadour style of dressing the
hair has many admirers.
The less jewelry worn tl::ebetter,
Refined people eschew a display of jewelry
most rigidly.
Tan colored, undressed kid gloves are
suitable to be worn at any time and with
any coSt ume.
Lilac and mastic are the latest conceits in gloves for evening wear, White
gloves are also worn.
The old fashion of making the sleeves
of a material unlike the rest of the corsage is being revived.
iaunty shoulder capes add much to
most figures and unquestionably enhance
the appearance of the wearer.
Although corduroy is by no means so
fashionable as it was a few months ago,
it is still worn by many ladies,
A well determined effort to brinrr
shawl costumes into goo::l repute is being made with many chances of success.
Black gauz) is a recent whim of
fashion in the way of fans. The feather
!~r:~ea:t:;~~~t:~~appeared
with the reh
. •
..
1
1
lD t e nove hes m vc1 mgs is a new
thing in chenille dot veiling graduated
border, with plain or qottecl centre in
all the fashionable shades.
A new sort of footgear is from Paris,
and is of open work kid with a lining of
bright colored satin. The Louis XIV.
heel is of open work over color also.
y

, A gnrment th at is dcSt incd to enjoy
popularity is th e blouse. They are worn
nnd growing in favor daily. Those wi th
belts ancl clc 3 c coat sleeves are doubly
we~::1::,~·morning jnckets arc becoming

peninsula of Florida.
It is entirely
away from the
mainland,
which
is only to be reached by steamer. But
on this coral reef is a city confaining
20,000 inhabitants, consisting of Conchs,
Cubans and negroes, with a few Americans. Perhaps the island has a bright
future before it, for it has had no past
and very lit.tie . present. While other
cities in the Union have been up nnd
doing. this coral key has been asleep in
the Gulf. It is the most southerly part
of the Union--in fact, the very end of
the United States. The city is the only
one in tho country where neither snow
nor frost has ever been seen; the temperature is about 75 or 80 degrees in the
day and about 65 at night.
Cummunication is kept up with the rest of the
world by means of a line of steamers
from New York, another from N,:iw Orleans, and a mail steamer two or three
times a week by way of Tampa, Fla. By
the last we get New York papers about
three days old. The island is as fiat as
a pancake, the highest point being only
12 feet above the level of the sea. One
would think that during a storm the sea
would roll over the island and drown
out poor little Key ·west. The city
proper is densely populated, but is as
unlike an American city as possible. All
the houses are made of wood and built
quite plainly. There is no show of ornamentation or decoration, to say nothing of what is called architecture.
Oace
in a while you may detect something
that looks like lattice work, but it is
plain, and it is not intended to display
anything.
Many of the stores have no
signs upon or about them, nnd the storekeepers look as if they did not care
whether they sold anything or not.
There arc no hotels, and those who desire a temporary residence have to hunt
about for a boarding house.
The streets are wide and dusty, for
there are no sprinklers.
In fact, water
is such a luxury in the dry season that
it cannot be wasted in sprinkling the
streets
It is rain water c
ht •
•
t
• h th h
f aug h m c1ser;s. w r:n e ~~v;ns u~nis a supply,
0
1
:: p::~s\ue;p~:;;;
b/ ; io~:e f::mP ; 1~:
shoulders.
An atte;npt was cni time
made to drive an arte.;ian well, but the
• water when reached was so brackish that
it couU only be used for the extinguishing of fires. The dust flies continually.
The roadway is hard, being the solid
coral rock itself. There fa no surface
soil.
What passes for soil is nothing
more than this rock ground up. It is
a nice thing to have blown over
new black clothing, and still a nicer
thing to get out of the cloth afterwards.
As before stated, the population con•t
• l f c b
C
h
d
sis s ma~:y ~ u ans,
one s an negroes.
c oncbs are in reality natives
of the Bahama Islands, but everybody
in Key West calls them by that name.
Cigar making is the princi.pal employ-

I

ment of the Cubans, and there is plenty
th
t
of work for em, as Key WeS coutains
125 cigar factorie~. It is said on good
authority that 90,000,000 cigars are
shipped away from the island every
year.
The Cuban is not very strong looking.
His sports are gamblrng and roosterfighting. The women are fairly good
looking, given to wearing high heels,
lace shawls and face powder. Both
men and women smoke and chatter like
magpies. Their foo•l is principally oil,
pork, bauanas and cofice. Their coffee
is good, but made so strong that it will
1
1
~~:nt~; ~ur:,t~:.:tw~~~ ~}~a~:
;~
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Facts About Carpets.
"We have in stock· no less than a
thousand patterns of carpets," said the
manager of a big carpet store to a IIerald
reporter, "and our present stock comprises 3,000 rolls. Not one of these
patterns is more than a year old. The
activity of the carpet designers and manufacturers
is somethin;:r marvelous.
Perhaps as many as 1,500 or 2,000 new
patterns nrc produced in a year in this
country alone. Philadelphia manufacturers arc notorious copyists, while the
Connecticut makers work exc!uiively
from original designs. There are carp~t
designers in this country who draw sa'.arics as high as $10,000 a year. The most
expensive carpels in our stock arc $4.50
a yard, but we often make carpets to
order, or have them made in Scotland of
best Axminster, that cost as much as
$24 a square yard, laid. It is quite
fashionable among wealthy people to
have the carpets for their libraries an'.l
pariors made to orcter from designs furnished by theirdccorutors.
I l.iave often
seen $1,200 or· $1,500 worth of carpet
put into one room of ordinary size.
-[Chicago
Heralu.

therefore,
be nothing
ustonishing
quite the rage. 'fhey are macle usually to talk all at once, each trying, as it
in
the
revival
of
the
i'an- of mrah si)k, and with their fronts of were, to drown the other's voice, and
tastic headgear of Madame de Pompa- lace ancl China silk arc attractive look- gesticulating as if about to strike each
dour and her contemporaries.
It is for ing in the extr.:me.
o.her on the face. 'l'hc Conchs are the
the men to set their faces against nny
For misses this sc,;,son a skirt and fishermen of the island and the gatherers
I
fashionable folly of this kind, for, a.i! b,.sqne of striped blue an.:!. wood-brown
of sponges. They nre a large, rough
theories to the contrary notwithsta:::a~ng, 1 or dull ;.;d with draperies, and vest of class cf men, and apparently very ignorit is certain that women, "l"hatr,;er they I plain wood-brown or plain blue, will be ant. One markctl feature is their acmay say, are largely influenced by a a favorite combination.
cent., which is considered the charatt •rdesire to please the opposite sex. Hair
-------istic of the Londoner-the
dropping of
powder, to my mind, would be a mon!\lore Than She Dargainecl For.
the aspirate where needed and using it
strosity in these days, when simplicity
She-Well,
I dcclate ! I uever saw a excessively where not wanted.
They
of attire is, or ~ught to be, the standard
man with so little taste as you have.
use their fists when fighting, while the
of good taste. Fur not only is the use
He-lily dear ycu forget rnmething Cubans arc ready with the revolver or
of hair powder in itself a sham, and, when you talk like that.
stiletto.[-New
York J\Iail and Express.
therefore, o:)jcctionable, but it entails
She -Forget! 1 forget noth;ng. What
-------the use of hair oil or some other abomina- ,Jo you mean 1
A man must fii st govern himself ere I
ti.on of the kind, to prevent the powder
He- I m :an, chr:in~, tlrn: you ; ,i; to
c i fit tog ,vcrn a family; and his fam-1
flying about like dust. In the last cen- remember that 1 chose you, of all the ily, ere he l.Jefit to be:rr the governtur,y it wa3 customary for ladies to wear, women in the world, to be my....,,~~-~- I men! 'l.n the com!l;lonwcalth.
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Only a Sour.
It was only a simple ballad,
Sung to a careless throni;
There was none that knew the slnrer,
And few that heeded the song;
Yet the singer's voiea was tender
And sweet as with love untold;
Surely those hearts were hardened
That it left so proud and eold.
She snng of the ,vondrous glory
That touches the woods in spring;
Of tho strange, soul-3tirring voices
When "th,., hills break forth and sing;"
Of the happy birds joy warbling
The requiem ot tho day,
And the quiet hush of the valleys
In the uusk of the gloaming gray.

And one in a distant cornerA woman worn with stri!oHcard in that song a mosstigo
From tho springtime ot her lil<J.
Fair form; rose up beforo her
From a mist of vanisheLIyear3;
She sat in happy l.Jlindness,
Her eyes wero V3ilctl in tear3.
Then wl;lentbe song was ended,
And hmhoclthe last sweet tone,
Tho listener rose up softly
And went on her way alon&,
Once more to her life of labor
She pause,, but hec heart was strong.
Aud she prayed, "God t,Jes3 tlie singer!
And oh, thank God for the song!"
llU.ltOROUS.

He does a driving business-the
man.

cab-

Chlckens nnd farmers agree in wishing
for full crops.
The buckwheat cake when crushed
and battered is sure to rise again.
The tailor may not make the man, but
he has cousitlerablc iuflueuce in shaping
him.
Doctors who can sptak only one lang1rngc seem to understand a great many
c1i!Iercut tongued.

The way !'at accounts for his sleeping
very soun,lly wa~: "Whin I goes to
slape, I payd attention to it."
One of the most forcible stump orators tlrnt ever took the field is the farmer
whose plough strikes a stump.
"Marriage should bo made more difllcult," says a philosopher who evidently
hasn't priced any spring bonnets lately.
The man who can rise superior to adverse circumstances is a hero. Remember this when your trousers bag at the
knee.
The E1rpcror William of Germany i&
the tallest monarch, being just six feet.
Hallucinations of Lunatics.
'l'he defunct King of Ilavaria was the
Some lunatics seem to live in a world "shortest," being in debt several million
of their own. An old lady once as
dollars.
tonished and amused us by exclaiming
Thus far nothing has been produced
without any warning or provocation:
that will make a woman quite so mad,
"Two cats and the bird of paradise are as to have her clothes line break and let
waiting to convey you to your heavi!nly her whole week's washing down in the
home, and you arc to sit for nine days mud.
between the cats and the bird of par::Nothing suggests the nrrival of the
dise." Then she stopped and forgot t 1at
she had said anything.
It was like an millennium more forcibly than the sight.
of an old tom cat sleeping peaceably by
alarm clock suddenly going off, startling
every one by its unexpected medtlling the fire-place with its head resting on a
with what is goiog on, and ceasing just boot-jack.
A foreign lady, who had become used
as quietly and surprisingly.
A patient
lived iu the bath-room and made friends to the English hnr;-uagc, was invited to
"Oh, thank
with the rats, for which she had a great partake of some oysters.
"A little of the
affection. They would actually do what you," she replied.
they were told. Some one else thought juice, please; none of the beasts."
she was the wife of Presider,t Buchanan,
Smith--Who is that gentleman you
and had the hallucination that her lms- were talking with ju3t now? Brown-band frequently ran a locomotive through Ile claims to be a titled foreigner of dis•
Washington avenue, Philadelphia, with tinguished family, !.Jut I douM it. Smith
a big bonnet in front of it, to remind her --Why?
I3rown--Bccause he didn't
of the annoying fact that in her young nsk me to lend him uuy money.
days she bad been a milliner.-[Nortb
Wife- "Got a dollar?"
HusbandAmerican Review.
"Where's that last dollar I gave you?"
''Gone."
"I
thong
ht
I
told
you to
A Rat·e Ariz;n:1 llird.
make it go as fat as you could."
"I
The "devil bird" of Arizona is a rare
did."
"Doesn't look like it.."
"·Well,
bird, and an interesting one. He is I did; I sent it to the Fiji Island
described as having remarkably hand- heathen."
some plumage but a very ugly bead.
A story is told of tl10 importance with
His talons are long and strong, and bis
"Which the condition of the sultan of
beak is al:nost as sharp as a needle and
Turkey is viewed by his people.
A
very powerful. This bird, but for his Turkish journal gravely printed
oue
head, when on the wing would pass for
morning:
'•His nrnj,)sty is slightly ina pigeon. When seeking his prey he
plays pigeon, and flies in among them disposed, lnwing b~ca bitten by a mos,
unnoticed ou account of his similarity <]Uitolast r.i~ht."
and easily captures what he wants. He
is the picture of grace and beauty and

!;~;:

I

I

A Forgotten Paten~
A. Pennsylvania manufacturer tells a
story of the inventor of a multip'e ol
rolls or trucks used under' the bottom of
railroad cars between the truck frame
and the body of the car. The inventor
became pressed for funds and desired a
loan of $100, assigfiing his patent 1l.!I
security.
Out of sympathy the manufacturer gave him the money, never expecting, as he says, to ever get a dime
of it back, and threw the patent papers
aside in his safe, where they laid undisturbed for ten years. One day a law
yer of his ucquailltance called nt his office
and inquired if ·he ever bought a patent
Oil friction i:o!ls
for a railroad car.
After reflecting a moment he told him
that about ten years before ho had loaned
an inventor some money on a car patent,
b ut he didn't ever expect to hear, from
it again. The lawyer told him that this
patent was being used on almost every
car now being built, and a large revenue
could be collected.
Terms were soon
negotiated for collecting evidence o[ infringement, so that the
loaning
of
$100 to help out the distressed inventor brought him more mom·y than all
his other busincs~.-[Iloston
Journal.

~~:e!or/\h~n
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Territory,
The Mexicans are supcrstitious about him, anJ regard his appear,
ance as an evil omen.

A ])angerous
1

Remark.

~;i:c:J~

1
ni;;~t~~'.L~.::~
;n;:~~c t:cr~i;ve;~n\~:
lady.
''Nor' queried she; "what was the
matter with it'/"
"It seemed to me it wus a little

short."
A Naval "WomanHater.
"I have notic~cl the same failing in
An old lake captain says there is no you, l\ir. Dinglcy," was the terse reply.
luck in naming vessels after women. And Dinglcy borrowed enoNgh from his
"They are always getting th eir owners friends to pay somcthng on account.
into difficulty," he claims.
"If they
--]Tid D:_ts_.
__
,_ __
_
don't meet with accidents they are doing
poor business or getting into lawsuits or
She Knew Ilim.
financial embarrassment.
Boats that are
I-Iusbaml-Sinee
I had my hair cut
named after the men are a great deal this hat hns been very large for :ne, and
luckier. You mny not believe it, but it tonight it is larger th,m eve,.
is so. I was in a l_awyer's 0 1:ficeyes~er,v1re--Ye3- itis larger. ,vheroare you
clay and he had sixteen clauns agamst go,ng1
vessels. We;], sir, fifteen of them were
H. -To the club, to he sure.
against boats bearing
the na:nes of
"\Y.-I, 1 tbnt case you need not wciry;
women, and the other was agam~t one the hut "Willfie bettt'r on youi: return,
that was named after_ a State.a
. fot• m the interim your b,ea l w.m
grow.

I

ihtJ i~t~nhon~.

engineers
Saturday.

-:(-):PUBLISHED

NEW ENGLAND.
A division

THURSDAYS

of brotherh0od
locomotive
was formed in Concord, N".H.,

AT

:Carrhrn.Ilxfnrrl :Cn.. Ma:in:e.

James Cummings,
a b, idge carpentei,
was cut in two by the cars nea, Hai tfoi d,
Ct .. Fnday.

Thursday,
ADril
7,1887. II

_______________

NEvVS SUMMARY.
MAINE.
Rufus B,·ett, Esq., a prominent
citizen
of Farmington,
died Sunday
afternoon,
after a lingering illness.
T.uke Town, a farm~r of Sebec, aged 60
years, committed
suicide, Sunday afternoon, by hanging.
The Norwav toboggan
slide, toboggans
and· all, has been sold at auction. for $60.
The Governor and council of :VIaine voted to commute Mrs. Barrows' sentence to
imprisonment
for life. Her reprieve would
have expired in April.
Parsons Bros. will rebuild their burned
grist mill. in Auburn.
It will be as large
as before, but will have no flour machinery.
The Governor of Maine will not rem0ve
the fish commissioners,
the charges
not
being considered
of sufficient weight to
warrant such action.
A new industry
recently de,·eloped in
Hancock County, Maine, is the gatheri,Jg
of white pine and spruce cones for French
and German markets.
The ladies of \Vaterville have formed an
association to furnish and maintain a free
reading roo1n for \.\'Orkii;g \\'Otnen.
F. G. Rich of
buying a hundred
These are the real
nies anc\ will be a
intends them for
teams.

Bethel, is in Montana
ponies to bring east.
Indian a_nd cowboy pocuriosity in Maine.
He
the Bar Harbor stage

There is money in wood pulp, judging
from the demand.
One mill.in Brunswick,
Me .. has hard work to keep ahead of its
orders, running night and day, and pulp
made there has gone to Boston and returned in the shape of newspapers
within forty-eight hours,
Dr. S. Oakes of Auburn, died very sudden! v Wednesday
afternoon
at 4 o'clock.
I le Iiad been making calls in the forenoon,
hut after dinner complained of feeling unwell, when his son, Dr. Wallace
Oakes,
was called in. Soon after he fell back
dead.
Ile died of heart disease.

1
0
nu~;.~~; ~1\i~~! rt\'i;,e~t.~in,~~•:;~~ ,'.'::
_vears old.

:i~~~

A slight cold often proves the forerun-,
ner of a complaint
which may be fatal.
Avoid thi, result by taking Ayer's ( 'berry_
Pectoral, the best remedy for colds,couglrn,
and all throat and lung diseases.

~,een
Victoria .at her drawing-rooms
Henry Skelly, 11 years old, was Clcci- personally receives the first So ladies who
dentally,
and probably
fatally shot by a enter and as soon as she is informed that
companion at \Vare, Mass., Friday.
the number has passed she leaYes the
room, and the Princess of "\Vale, recei,·es
The committee in charge of the Dover,
;,..;.H., Knights
of Labor fair struck for the rest.
more pay which was granted.
l have sold \VrSTAR'S BALSAM OF Wn.n
C1H,RRY many years, have received great
Herbert 11/-.Doekham has been arrested
benefit
from its use, and can recommend
for stealing 3,000 pounds of st0ck from
it to all who suffer from coughs, colds or
Knight's tanm,ry at Worcester, Mass.
any pnlmonary
complaint.
CHARLES
T. W. Foster,
the town treasurer
of H. LEROY, Putnam, Conn.
Greenfield, Mass., has been sent to the
A, New York housekeeper
writes that
house of correction for five years for stealshe has a maid-servant
now working
for
mg the town's funds.
fourteen dollars a month who had seYeral
Rev. Geo. C. Needham. the evangelist
thousand dollars in railroad stock, which
who has been working successfully of late she has accumulated.
She reads the news,
in Pennsylvania.
commenced
a series of dresses well and does good work, from
meetings
in Beverly, Mass., April 3, as- scrubbing to cooking or sewing.
sisted ey i\fr. Peter Rilborn. who accomEnergy will do almost anything, but it
panies him and leads in the singing.
cannot exist if the blood is impure and
"Suppose that two half-da_ys be taken moves sluggishly
in the veins.
There is
out of the school week of every scholar in nothing so good for clea11sing the blood
the crrammar schools of Boston and devot- and imparting
energy to the system as
ed t; industrial education.
Would it not Aver's Sarsaparilla.
Price $1. Six botbe decidedly for the benefit of the pupils?"
tles, $,;. Sold by druggists.
asks the Boston I-Jerald.
A Pittsburgh natural gas company is the
James G. Richardson,
of Lake City, largest one in the country.
_It supplies
Minn., has invented several con.nv:1.nc.es over four hundred mannfactones
and over
so •that while lving in bed. by pulling 'seven thousand dwellings with the entire
wire'!;. he feeds his horses, lights the kitch- amount of fuel consumed.
The total area
en fire, an'd opens draughts of the oase- of pipe leading into Pittsburgh is given as
burner in the sitting room.
Mr. Richard1,3+1 ,602 square inches.-Pittsburg'k
Post.
son is from Connecticut.-N.
Sun.

for Infants
"Castorla is so well adapted to children that
lll Bo.Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sour Stomach, Diarrhrea, Eructation, te di
Kil~e!~~s,
gives sleep, and promo s •

Without injurious medication.
CoMP..LNY, 182

Fulton Street, N. Y.

Rmnf
oraFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.
TOCONSUMPTIVES.

The undersigned
having been restored
TIME-TABLE,-In
to health by simple means, after suffering
GOING SOUTH.
for several years \Vith a severe lung affecLvc, A. M.-:'I.IXD
MAlL
tion, and that dread disease Comumption, Gilbertville,
-, 9 00
is anxious to make known to his fellow
f~!~f~~'rto~l<l,
1
15
9 15
sufferers the means of cure.
To those who
4 35 9 30
desire it, he will cheerfully
send (free of I-LLitfo1cl,
East Sumner,
4 50 9 .17
charge) a copy of the pre,;cription
used, *\Vanen R'd,
which they will find a sure cure for Oo!l.•Buckfield,
5 30 9 55
Packard R'<l,
SUl!lptiol1,
Asthma,Oa.t:i.rrh,
B.ronc'lit·sand *East
}fehron,
.5 50 10 05
all throat and lung l'{faladies. !Ie hopes *.Bearce
R'd,
all sufferers will try his Remedy, as it is \Vest l\ilinot,
6 15 10 1S
[arnvc.
'
invaluable.
Those desiring the prescripi\ic·chanicF'ls
64010 32
tion, which will cost them nothing, and Lc\viston,
i +o 11 15
may prove a blessing_, will please address,
Portland,,,
S 25)~"'~
REV. EDWARD A. "\Vn.so:--r, \Villiamsburg,
1
King's County, New York.
1y52
~ton,
''; ~ 515 ,~

Effect Nov, 1, '86,
GOING

NORTH.

Lv.=.!_

-MXD

-

MAJL

~~J\i

1.:.li.-:-;;

Dostou,
Pmtland,G.T
Lc\vtston, "
Nlech:rnk F'ls

\Vest Minot,

*Dcan:c R'd,
East Hebron,
"Packard R'd,
Bucktielc.l,

R'd,

1

1'<\Yarrcn

East Sumner,
Hartford,

~s~~~~~~\~,

Road,

i

10

1_;~

S (. ) .St>
8 ,+5 3 15
9 05 ,l 27

9 30 3 37
10

15 3 50

10
IO

35 4 04
50 4 10

11

15 4 25

Gilbert\';\!:·_

4

stop only on signal.
STAGE CONNECT!ONf;.
AT "\VEST J\ll1NoT.-Daily,with
mail train,for
bron Academy, 3 1-2 miles.

~S

*Trains

Nervous Debilnty.

THE BrssT SALVE in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
A gentleman
havirig- been crn·ed of
Kervous Prostration.
Seminal Vvr akness,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
and posi- Prr•mature
Decay. and a11 the evil dfects
The decrease in the public debt for the Corns, and all Skin Eruptions.
tively
cures,
Piles,
or
no
pay
required
It
of
earlv
indiscretio11
and
vouthfnl
folly.
month of March was $12,803,467.71.
is a11xions to maim knowi1 to others tfie
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.
Two attempts were made last week to or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per ,irnple 1:node of
'1'? th?se
blow up the Spanish Chamber 0fDeputies.
box. For Sale B_yNathan Reynolds, Drugwho wish and
. will give
1y51 him their $~'lllJ)tOlll$, he wil.l send (free)
A new Italian Cabinet has been formed. gist, Canton, Me._____
by rPtnrn mail a ~op_v of the recipe so
with Signor-Deprestis
minister of foreign
The decline of the silk industry in India,
surcp,sfnlly
used in his rase.
affairs.
for which various c:auses have been assign,\drlress in eonfidence.
,JAil'rnS \V.
A fire in Xew York, Saturday
night, ed, has at length been proven by Mr. P1:sK~EY, 42 Cedar St .. N. Y.
ly52
caused a loss of about $25,000 to business
Wood Mason. an English naturalist, to be
firms.
due to a destructive para,itic disease of the
Whell in Canton be sure and
The affection seems to be identi\Vashington
dispatches sa_v that an ex- worms.
ravaged French
call at the
tra session of Congress will be called Oct. cal with ·'pebrine."which
silkworm nurseries from 1849 to 1865. and
1st.
was enirlicated from Europe bv the disco,·Dr. James Hodges, the man who threw eries of Pasteur.-.l,lrkansa~v
Trat,eler.
the bomb at Patti, has been sent to prison
for two years.
and see the
There was a$30,ooo
Saturday.

Castorfa cures Colic, Constip~tion,

TJm CENTAUR

Buckleil's Arnic:i.Sa.lve.

IN GENERAL.

I

and Children.

[ recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me."
H. A. ARCHER, U. D.,

r.

fire at Berwick.Pa.,

0

JJ e-

•

C~~-c'~M~I1:
Nt~~ti~u~~~
4E1~1~i;;~~Jr;1e~vAtl:ni ::~i,1
1

1

fiel<l 3 miles, and West Sumner 7 miles.
AT CANTON.-Daily,
with mail train, fo1: Ea:;.t
Peru 5 miles, VVest Peru 10 milcs,Dixfield
10 mile!-,
Niexico 15 miles, Rumford Fall~ 17 miles, Roxbury
21 miles,Byron
25 rnilcs,Houghton's
30 miles.
AJso for Brittnn's l\1ills, Livermore,
5 miles.
.AT GTI.BGRT\rJLLE.-Dailv,
\.Vith mail train, for
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
•
L. L. LINCOLN,
Sun.

SELF
CURE

BOSTON
5ct.STORE

Calvin P. Gran;s, the murderer
of the
IIerr Krupp is going to start a first-class
rrame wardens was arrested last week at
Oakland, Cal.
He admits being the man daily newspaper at E,sen, for the use of
his
20,000 workmen.
that is wanted. but sa vs that he acted in
self defence.
Shortly "after the shooting
The Government receipts for last month
he went to his house, secured some wo- exceed $34,000 1000, an a1nount
greater
man's clothes and took the train for Ban- than during an_y previous month for sevgor. thence going to California, where he era: years.
went under the name ,,f John Smith.
He
Clark, the New York postoffice clerk
·was ~-given away'' by s01ne over-talkative
who stole $10,000 i111money packages is in
relatives.
jail awaiting trial.
.'I.dam Forepaugh
of Philadelphia,
the
Bob Ingersoll was admitted to law pracwell-known showman. has brought suit in
tice in New York, Friday.
He refused to
the Supreme
Court at Augusta, against
the Maine Central R. R., in which the swear. but affirmed.
plaintiff claims $30,000.
The plaintlff alThere is a newspaper in Dakota for evleges that in April 1886. he entered into ery twelve hundred population.
an a[?"reement with the defendant to transIn Kentucky last year nearly five milport.his circus train consisting of 45 cars
to and from certain cities in Maine; that lion bushels more of corn were raised than
on July 16, 1886, owing to the alleged ntg- in 1885.
ligence of the defendant
five of the cars
Nearly twenty-five million dollars' worth
were thrown from the track and 87 horses of <1andy was made in California
during
were killed and injured, and other properthe last year.
•
'
ty damaged.
Mr. Gay, one of the millionaire
ConAdna T. Denison, the son and partner
gressmen, has about $1,soo,000
invested
of A. C. Denison,
and his son, Frank
in sugar plantations
in Louisiana.
\\'incisor Denison, are two lucky fellow,.
One of Cincinnati's
chief ir.dustries
is
Soon after the failure, Mr. A. T. Denison
lead, fifteen rnillion
received an invitation to go Lo Kansas and the manufacturing.of
pounds
of
which
are
made
every
year.
start a papei· mill.
Capitalists
in that
State ha,·e offered to raise all the money
Near Toronto is being constructed
the
necessary if he will take hold.
He and first steel steamer ever built in Canada.
his son have gone to Kansas to look over The engines, ho"·e,·er, are being made in
the field and probably he will accept this Scotland.
offer. Frank ¼"incisor Denison, his son,
In the matter of raising crops cheaply,
is a smart _yourig man Qf 22, _years, who
was a forema,, in the Mechanic Falls mills. it is safe to lay down the principle that
Since the failure he has recei,.ed notice large erops cost less to the acre than small
that he has inherited a large legacy from ones - Chicago J1Jzt,rnal.
a relath·e of his mother who died in :New
During
the year 1886, American
mills
York.
It is said that he will get $75,000. produced 1,350,000 tons of steel rails. valued at $40,000,000.
The prospect for 1887
L. de Saulinier. organist
of St. Peter's
is still better.~P,'ttsburgk
Post.
Church, died at Lewiston, Saturday morning from. taking wine of colchicum, sold
The amount of capital and capital stock
him at a drug store by mistake.
The pro-. put into new industrial
enterprises
in t.he
prietor
and clerk were absent, and the South during 1886 is reported at $129,000.drug was given by a person temporarily
000, as against $66,000,000 in 18S5.-Ckiin charge on the urgent request of De cago 'Journal.
Saulinier.
Before the coroner's
inquest,
In Mc111tana during the winter cowboys
Dr. :\-latte testified thal he was called Tuesmake a living by killiri.g mountain
lions,
da,,· evening b_v De Saulinier,
who said:
for which a bounty of eight dollars per
--\Ve are all poisoned
at our house."
head is paid.
The animals are ferocious.,
Found Mr, De Saulinier
and a child 3
and some are very large.
years old and a babe all vomiting.
They
said they had taken whiskey bou·ght the
a\~;~~f:hi~i:
day previous.
I found tl?at the whiskey wz.~e I~l:~~~t\:r
contained
wine of colchicum.
Went to There were exported the past season 91,the drug store and found the party who ooo cases, mostly to Europe, which involvsold it. Found a bottle of port wine and eel the killing of 35,000,000 lobsters.
one of colchicum
side by side.
A man
b
f
cl
1 cl I
1,,,.
I hi
named :Vlartin had taken· some
I le also
in ;~!~,:~;~~tto~~~f11seiFth~S~ut~~
~~1e!
wits sick.
Dr. Lefarge ackno,rledged
that
take readily to the light work and endur"e
he ga,·e him a small quantity of_colchicum
the hot and close air of the mills better
bv mistake.
Ile was temporarily
111 the
store in the absence of the propriPtor and
the white employes.-CJ,icagv
':fourclerk.
Mrs. De Saulinie,·
is in a critical
Bloodhounds
are being used to pursue
conditioi,.
The others will pi'obably recover.
the Texas timber thieves, and it is helievE>d
they ·will be captured
or killed within a
Ee 1ew-sHer Yout'1.
frw days.
In the recent fight with the
Phc~bc Chcslev,
Peterson,
Clav Co .. rangers several of the iatter were killed.
lowa, LeiIs Lhc foliowing remarkahlJ
story,
Alexander M. Stanton, the Detroit agent
the truth of which is ninched
for b1' the of the firm of George K. Sistare & Son of
residents ofthc town: ··I a111i3 _years old, :New York, has disappeared.
Ile is short
have been troubled with kidnev complaint
$50.000.
His brother·, who is a millionand lamene::-s for njanv vears;
could not
aire, is probably
holden for the amount.
dress 111_vsclf"·ithout helj).
).owl am Cree
T\\·entv thou,and
dollars
have been
from all pain and soreness. and a111able
Lo do all my own hou;ework.
I owe 111y pledged tqwards the endowment of a pro111memory
thanks to 'EI~ctric ·Bitter, for ba,·ing re- tessorship atArnherstCollegc,
of l\Ir. 13eecl1er, who 1 graduated there in
newed my youth, and rcmo,·cd comp)etely

~~~~:1~1~~

;}:'t

all disease and pain."
Trv a bnl.tle. only
50c. at Xathan Reynolds' Drug Store,·(+)

The sausage-cutter
imported
from Germany in 1658 is still in use at Canajoharie,
N. Y. It is said that nearl.r every one
who has eYer lived in the village has had
the use of the machine at one time or another.-Utz'ca
I-Jerald. •

183+ Tt is proposed to raise $60,000.
The roof of a church at I.ing11a_1•.Tossa.
.Sicily, fell without
warning durin¥ serlleadquarkrs
for Su(!ar at JI. 11. Hur- vices, Saturda.y, burymg
beneath 1t one
baPk's •. Granulated r;; fhs., Ex. C. 17 lb;., hundred persons, forty of whom were killEx. Yellow i9 lbs. f01··$1.oo.
eel and injured.

BARGAINS

When J3a.by was sick, we gavo ber Castotia,

When sho

w~:;

:1,

ChHU. she criecJ. for C2tstoria

In Tinware Glassware, and
Crockery, a Full Line of which
will be sold at) Bottom Pri~s.

1

,-vuen sho hec:l.!no M.iss, she clung to Caatori:J.,
Whe11 E-hcLad Children, she gave 1.Lem U::..sto:da,

Confectionery
an~Fancy
~Goods.

Fixed wages for _a "day's _work" is not! Remember the Place -1-lolt's
the proper mode of contractmg.
There 1s
as much difference in a day's work between,
door to P. 0.
individuals as in the value of products of
the farm
Kor can any method be devised
~
·
fo,· determining
the value of a day's work
on a farm until the labor ha:s been perJ
formed.
Wheneverworkcanbe
donebv
E'
the piece it should be the rule, though thi·s
can not well l>e the case on a fann.-AlSeeing is believing, so call at my place
bany ')ou,-nal.
and 1;,econvinced that m_v Wyandottes
are
strictly first-class.
They are the best of
AnotherArt Craze.
, layers. No matter what the breed, no man

THE
BOSTON
HERALD.

Block-Next

THE LEADINGNEWSPAPER.

·Wyandotte
andPiumonth
RockLargestBona Fide Circulation of

s for Hatching •
m;;;.gg

any paper in New Englamll..
ALL

THE

Farn•

LATE§'.II'

NEWS.

for ~aie.

Situated in Mexico, 3-4 mile from Mexico Corner, and 1 1-2 miles from Rumford
Falls.
Consists of three parcels of land
-13 acres nice intervale-10
acres wood
grass land-20
acres wood and pasture
~ and
land;
also
1-2
acre
on
which
is
house and
th
51
barn.
Sngar orchard,
and r..ew sugar
~~,i;
'¥,'.
,,',~\~t,~;i~'.l,
r'fi
d1ers, land-scapcsi etc., complete, with fnll mstrucU J U I house. Fruit orchard of 50 or 60 trees,
1
0
1
Land in
~~o:~~;r~!':~~~:c~t!:~
~~; ~!~~ii~,~~
~1i:~;:cr. ai'~e;~~~;
'The subscriber
having purchased
a lot one-half of which are grafted.
A never-failing
lad~ ordering this o,~tfitwho encloses the address of fine pL1re blood \Vyandottes,
seven pul- high state of cultivation.
1
spring of water running to house and barn.
~!i1~~:
~~~ 11h;~~1f0 ~;~.t~:~!t~~~\a~~g~r~/l~~tgc~~d~~
Jets nine tnon ths old, will:fu~rnish. sittings
consisting of 1 1-2
we will enclose extra and without charge, a bcauli•
of eggs 13 for one dollar.
'I he birds a_re Convenient buildings,
fol .,o inch, gold-tinted placquc. Address, THE warranted to be as fine as can be found 111 story house, ell, woodshed and stable, all
in good condition.
The above 1-2 acre lot
1 ,1t5
EMPIRE NEWS CO .. Syracuse, N. Y.
the State.
Fir,t come first served.
with buildings will be sold separate at oneI. B. FULLER,
half cost if desired.
The subscriber is
Canton, Me.
obliged to sell the above named property,
therefore, this will be found to be a rare
bargain.
For further particulars
inquire
Apples,
::i. .50 ti
3.50
The undersigned
begs leave to inform of the subscriber on the premises.
Barley,
.60 ti
.87
the public that he has nearly completed a
B. KIMBALL.
Beans-Pea,
1.65 t> r.90
number of nice light skeleton
wagons.
Mexico, March 28, r887.
3t13
-Yellow
Eyes,
r.65 t> c.70
Those wishing to purchase will do well to
-Lima,
2.25 ti 2.50
call at my shop and examine them before
Beef, per bbl.
10.50 '.\,) 12.00
they are painted.
-Choice
Family,
10.50 t> 12.50
D. S, EASTER,
Blacksmith.
-Hams,
22.00 t> 23.00
3t14
Canton Point, Me.
-Tongues,
21.00 ti 21..50
Now is the time to buy
2
2
Butter-lump,
• 5 t> ·3
-Creamery,
.20 t> •25
20
2
-Dairy,
b'> • 5
\Ve are wanting a large force of smart
Cheese-factory,
t> •15 and intelligent men to travel and ~olicit
-Sage,
• 14 t> •15 orders for Trees, Shrubs, Vines, &c.
Good Buckets from 13 to r8 cts.

..~~;1~~'~\t~;';a:~t,,';'7c~~\
can present a b:tter
1~~i;,'f/~'t~1i/~a~";t,~s''.!}~~~:

,eif,g r~cord t~~\~1iL7~~

etc. lt is something eut/rdy uew, and is both pro i Eggs
$r .oo pei sett 11~~ of I.).
Y _o
fitable and fascinating-.
It is very popular in ~ew I Rock, 50 cts. per setting
of 15. Sat1sfacYork, Bo:-ston and other Eastern cities.
To ladies I tion o-uaranteed.
C. T. BONNEY, JR-~
1 1
1
i~t1
~ ;}L~~~~a(~1!~e1s\:~~1~~:,;v,\ <~l1$(1;~!11:~,J~~~;~~:1
:i1114
Canton,

-POULTRY--Pn-re
Bloo~
Wvan~ottes

1 ;~~i:~:J
~~i:,';,'/,i'~:
ft7,~\'e,.~_'.·

1

:t!

BOSTON
PRICE
CURRENT.

Notice.

WANTED.

~;~~i~Rio,
Eggs,
Flour-extras,
-St. Louis,
-New Process,
Hams,
Honey-comb,
-Extrncted,
6
r~,~~-- ·s ,
~~~:·_s,es-K.
0.
Pork, bbl.
-Salt
Pork. per lb.
Potatoes. bbl.
Sugar.
Te
() I
-J:-;.'ln~ ong,
E
- ~ng. Breakf.

CHEAP.

:ft~:faSalary
and
Expenses
toStart
on.
.17

t>

S. T. CANNON

& CO.,

Augusta,

Me.

3.25 ti 4.75
2 1119
4.75 ti 5.00
--------------5.25 ti> 5-40
8
• 12 b'> -13~

8 .l/t;l/,1(/!#.}SJ~

• 13
•0 5

t>
t>

:~~ ~
:{~ :

.o6
:~

Over P. IIo<lge's hlaehmith

:1;

16.00 ti 19.00
.08,½15' .09
1. 7 5 i,,> 2.00
.05~ l.;> .06?
. 20 ,;,
. 75
_
1
• 8 b'> 45
,rS 15' •60

Tr1a
, 1Trip
, ..- mos.-50cts.
6

~~l1~'u~ti-~~~l'~Jlf~mi?.~)~t~~t
fi11est'French.

Orders

sl1np.

1

Canton.

All

,.:~!t:trf~~

solicited.

3-37

To 'I'he Public.

WANTED!

The undersigned
wishes to give notice
A. competant man for Oxto1·d County, to canvass
that Geo, B. Staples is buying wood for and lake orders for JIO\'VE'S
P.\TENT
ADfuel and poplar wood on his own account
JUSTABLE
SLIDING
W!NDOW
SCRF;~NS.
and has been since last fall, and not af ~ncJ\;~~~~l?nf2odA~~~~s~tcred to ~irnt~.
1 crms
t ~ ti De ison Paper Mf,- Co
ORRIN P. HO\~·i;: & CO., Augnsta, llfo.
agen
c£E~Iso'k
PAPER MFG. CO.
By ADNA T. DENISON, Pres.
31114

- ----- - -

Fo•· Sale.

Our ten cent Trial Trip c,ffer closed last
Early Cory sweet corn for seed. The
June. since which time \YC have had freearliest of all varieties of sweet corn.
quent call~ fo,· a similar offer. \Ve now
C. W. WALKER,
1
1
0
~~l~~eh~{:\ i~lo;~~ 1\\ i'.~~•:
~g~oE~
r+tf
Canton, Me.
1
PJIO:--E
within the. past t\\·o years, we will
Have taken First Pren1iums
0
5
send the paper on trial Srx l\f<ixTirs FOR
~="'~c='L!~=
fJ:~~;ep~;i~e ~\~::itaiC~oi~~~~~~;
~
,;o CTs. P.\ID I'\' ADvA.:,;;cE: and _promptly
1
-"-".-~=,,,..;;,;.=.;,.;,..
ft'{1~s1~:1~~{i~/!1:;\\
e,F~()~.e.r~.il
:~1:~
stop \\·hen time expires.
W. H. EASTMAN. ~eed:-.nrnn,
E. X. CM<VER, Pub'r.
Esst Sumner, .:\laine.

~~'!:~
'~:~;

clone

W. H. CONANT,
Holt's Block,

Boot & Shoe Maker.

-16

All kinds of Tin Job Work
neatly and promptly.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield., .Maine.
:\Ianufnctu1·<'T

of

DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES

CLAU~D

WINDOWS.

•

All kin<ls rnonlcle<lan<l plain finish.balnsterR. ~Pw<•.lls, Brnrkets.&c.
Also chamber and (lining-room
f11rnit1u-P Chamher
Sets and E-;:tension Tables a specialty.
Jobbiug done promptly.

